
AGENDA REPORT 
City Council Work Session - 10 Dec 2019 

 
TITLE 
Marketing/Brand Plan Implementation 
 
Presenter(s) Andrea Boe, AE2S  Nicole Gaustad, AE2S 
 
ACTION REQUESTED 
This item is informational, no action is required. 
 
BACKGROUND 
On November 5, 2018, Council adopted the Economic Development Strategic Plan.  Goal 5 
(Continue the City’s position as a Regional Destination) has as a strategy the development of a brand 
for the City.  The plan in general calls for increased marketing of the city to attract development and 
redevelopment opportunities and to enhance the image of the City and ISD 191. 
  
In January, 2019, the City issued a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for branding and marketing 
services.  AE2S was selected out of seven firms responding.  AE2S conducted an in depth discovery 
process receiving input from over 1400 respondents about what they liked about Burnsville. In 
August, 2019 the tagline “You Belong Here” was adopted by Council and was incorporated with the 
City logo to form the new brand.  The brand was officially unveiled at the Fire Muster in September.  
The unveiling was highlighted by four foot high letters spelling out “You Belong Here” at the 
Wednesday block party and at the entrance to the Fire Muster grounds for the weekend.  Council and 
staff participated in the community parade, giving away swag promoting the new brand. 
  
Since the unveiling the brand has also been promoted: 

• At the Fire Station Open House; 
• At the Burnsville Family Fest; 
• In numerous social media posts; 
• On the City website;  
• At the November all employee meeting; 
• With a picture board in the city hall lobby; 
• At the Winter Lighting Ceremony; 
• At the MnCARR Broker expo;  
• At the on-line at City store. https://blatantteamstore.com/collections/city-of-burnsville-

minnesota 
  
The final step is the creation of an Integrated Marketing & Communications Plan (attached) to outline 
how to use/promote the brand in upcoming years.  The plan as drafted addresses each of the five 
goals of the Economic Development Strategic Plan with tactics, target audience, and action items.    
AE2S will present the Integrated Marketing & Communications Plan and answer Council questions.  
Some of the items in the plan have already occurred or are in the planning stages. 
  
The 2020 EDA budget includes funds for marketing efforts and assistance from AE2S.  The 2020 
budget allocates $96,000 for branding/marketing efforts. 

https://blatantteamstore.com/collections/city-of-burnsville-minnesota
https://blatantteamstore.com/collections/city-of-burnsville-minnesota


 
BUDGET IMPACT 
$96,000 is in the proposed budget for 2020 for marketing/branding. 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
Staff has no recommendation as this item is informational.   
 
RELATED ENDS & OUTCOME STATEMENT(S) 
Development/ Redevelopment: Promote the City’s position as a regional destination 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
Reduced Size FINAL Burnsville IMCP 120219 
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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY
A summary of key points in the 

Integrated Marketing and 

Communications Plan.
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Executive Summary
Background

Audit
The goals of the audit were to identify the effectiveness of current communications, 
identify gaps in current communications, and recommend best practices that will 
support education and engagement. To do this, the team looked at quantitative and 
qualitative data, along with demographics of the community. The next step was to 
analyze at all marketing and communications materials. Some recommendations 
included consistent branding, repurposing, and social media planning. 

Reach and Common Themes
Over 1,400 people were engaged in the Discovery Period. There were 805 
respondents to the digital survey,30 people took part in group interviews/listening 
sessions through the Mayor’s CEO group, City Partners group, Burnsville High School 
DECA class as well personal interviews. Close to 600 people wrote on boards or 
responded to questions at the Party on the Plaza and Back to the 80s events. The 
project team also reviewed over 20 essays from the 3rd graders that took part in a 
City contest. In the discovery period, Burnsville visitors and residents of all ages 
responded about why they love Burnsville. Some of the common themes among the 
various groups were:

Family’s Belong Here. 
Businesses Belong Here. 
Adventure Belongs Here.

Entrepreneurs Belong Here. 
You Belong Here.

During the economic development strategic 
planning process in 2018, the desire for a 
brand and identity became clear. The You 
Belong Here brand speaks to the fact that 

Burnsville is a charming, welcoming, diverse, 
and neighborly community.

Parks and Natural 

Setting

Location Affordable Diverse Friendly & 

Welcoming

Discovery and Results
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Executive Summary
Background

Key Target Audiences

For Economic Development purposes, focus will be 
to appeal to the following:
• Developers/Investors 
• Entrepreneurs and Small Business looking to 

take the next step to expansion
• Millennials (Workforce & Young Families) 

looking for more space at affordable prices

Collaboration

In order to meet the Economic 
Development goals, it is imperative to 
work closely with key partners, such as 
the CVB, Chamber, and School District. 
Leveraging their communications avenues 
will create opportunities to maximize 
reach and investments. A focus on regular 
collaboration will be critical. 

Marketing & Promotion

Marketing and communication actions and 
tactics were developed based on meeting the 
Economic Development five strategic goals and 
prioritized as critical, short-term, and long-term 
based on impact and cost. Earned and paid 
media is shown on a timeline for 2020 and a 
budget is presented in a separate document. 

FOCUSED MARKETING STRATEGY

Earned Media 
Earned media, such as articles, blogs, and 

opinion pieces are cost effective and can be 
reprinted and reposted for maximum reach. 
There is also opportunity to leverage earned 
media with Partners in order to bolster the 

You Belong Here brand and messaging.

Digital Advertising & Social Media 
Print advertising is expensive and can be a 

“one off”, whereas digital can reach multiple, 
yet targeted audiences on a consistent basis. 

Digital advertising can fit any budget. It is also 
measurable, meaning we can use analytics to 

track the results throughout the campaign.

Unique Advertising
Unique advertising, including the bus wrap, place 

branding, and art, will capture the brand and 
help convey a community feeling that supports 

marketing and communication goals not only for 
economic development, but for Partners. Synergy 

can lead to shared investment.

#YouBelongInBville
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BACKGROUND
About the City of Burnsville Economic 

Development Authority and its current 

Strategic Planning Efforts.
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The City of Burnsville is home to 62,240 residents, more than 

2,500 businesses, and is continuing to see growth. In fact, from 

2010 to 2017, an estimated 1,000 new residents chose to call 

Burnsville home. The community is full of opportunity to 

redevelop and build upon its unique character. It has 

exceptional freeway access, a skilled, diverse workforce, natural 

beauty, and other amenities.

Some of the City’s major regional employers include Collins 

Aerospace, Burnsville-Eagan-Savage School District 191, Fairview 

Ridges Hospital, Northern Tool, and Pepsi Co. The City is known 

to be a regional hub for medical services, retail experiences, 

and recreation. The City is also home to numerous and diverse 

neighborhoods, restaurants, and housing.  

The City’s downtown called, Heart of the City, is the result of a 

plan to create centralized, vibrant hub for the community. In 

this area, a mix of residential, entertainment, arts, and retail 

opportunity can be discovered. Additionally, the City is working 

on the Burnsville Center Village Redevelopment Vision project. 

This project focuses on redevelopment of the retail area north 

and south of County Road 42. The plan envisions new 

neighborhoods and housing mixed with retail uses; as well as 

other uses such as parks, hotels, clinics, co-sharing work places, 

start-up offices, brew pubs and maker spaces. Because the City 

has natural and built barriers, a priority has been placed on 

redevelopment.

About Burnsville
Background
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Drivers of IMCP and Strategic Plans
In November of 2018, the Burnsville City Council adopted its 

first Economic Development Strategic Plan.  The plan evolved as 

the City of Burnsville and the Burnsville Economic Development 

Commission recognized the need to leverage past successes 

while preparing to take the community to the next level. The 

Economic Development Strategic Plan sets forth a strategic 

economic development plan and redevelopment agenda for the 

City that will take place over the next several years. 

During the strategic planning process, phone interviews of the 

EDC members and the City Council and a follow-up written 

“homework” assignment provided a greater understanding for 

the short and long-term vision of the City. This is where, among 

other themes, it became clear that the City needed a brand or 

identity, as well as a marketing plan to support the emerging 

strategic direction.

The purpose of the Plan was to set forth measurable strategic 

actions that will facilitate development and redevelopment 

within the City. Five goals were developed to provide guidance 

and direction to the team. 

Background

GOAL 
1

GOAL 
2

GOAL 
3

GOAL 
4

GOAL 
5

VISION 
STATEMENT

To be a diverse and vibrant 
community that is a regional draw 
for entertainment, outdoor activity 

and business, that provides a mix of 
quality housing options for residents, 
has excellent schools and embraces 

entrepreneurship.
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GOAL 1 
Ensure sustainability of Burnsville Shopping 

Center/CR 42 Corridor 

• Complete Burnsville Center/County Road 42 Master 

Redevelopment Plan 

• Engage mall ownership and development community to 
explore feasible repositioning opportunities 

• Develop a reinvestment strategy that identifies public 

investment and resources required to facilitate private 

investment 

• Identify Transit Oriented Design (TOD) area around new transit 

stop and corridor 

• Establish a formal system to inform and engage businesses 
along CR 42 corridor 

• Develop wayfinding around traffic congestion on CR 42

Property valuation increase of Mall and surrounding area, new business 

starts/remodels, public reinvestment in infrastructure and/or public/private 

partnerships, and number and type of building permits and valuation.

PERFORMANCE METRICS
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GOAL 2 
Improve Image of School District #191 and City 

• Engage School District 191 in meaningful dialogue to discuss issues and 

how City can assist 

• Embrace and actively engage with school board, City Council and 
business community to build relationships 

• Identify households and population within the District and engage SD on 

their information to identify fact-based issues/impacts 

• Identify areas within the community for redevelopment to improve 

visual image 

• Develop a communications plan to more fully promote the City and 
inform residents and surrounding metropolitan area of the positive 

attributes and strides made within the community

• Enhance existing communication tools (website, social media, etc.) to 

assist in engagement 

• Develop informational opportunities and programs to provide 
factual/positive information about the SD #191 and City 

• Establish a formal system to solicit stakeholder (residential and business 

property owners, School District, real estate groups, etc.) feedback 

concerning community opportunities

• Actively celebrate success in the SD #191 and the community through 

press releases, website, social media outlets and council comments 

• Establish neighborhoods to promote pride and internal image 

enhancement 

Number of meetings, attendance at meeting and outcomes met, change in 

enrollment and increase in school performance measures, survey results 

measuring perception, list of sites ready for development that were promoted 
within and outside of Burnsville, increase in tax base relative to existing tax 

base, number of site search or developer inquiries.

PERFORMANCE METRICS
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GOAL 3 
Continue Development within Heart of the City

• Facilitate development of remaining sites in HOC 1 

through discussions with existing property owners and 

potential developers 

• Facilitate development approval changes as necessary to 

encourage high-amenity apartments 

• Review redevelopment plan for HOC 2 to determine 

relevance and refine as needed 

• Actively market to potential developers’ development 

potential within HOC 2 

• Provide financial assistance, to the extent necessary, to 

assist in promoting development and redevelopment 

Market value growth, number of housing units built, and 

square footage of commercial built.

PERFORMANCE METRICS
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GOAL 4 
Enhance and Build Awareness Around the City’s 
Existing Housing and Commercial Programs and 

Develop New Programs as Appropriate 
• Prepare inventory of all existing housing and business 

programs 

• Evaluate effectiveness of current housing and business 
programs and refine or eliminate as appropriate

• Assess current housing and business needs within the 

community and update program offerings to meet current 

needs

• Work with Dakota County CDA to assist in developing and/or 

providing funding for programs  

• Develop marketing and communications plan regarding 

resources for housing and businesses 

• Determine resources necessary to fund programs and staffing 
to create and implement programs 

• Identify redevelopment opportunities within the City for 

residential or business development 

Utilization of resources and/or programs - number of people using "open for 

business”, housing stock reinvestment - permits and valuation, dollars 

leveraged by City investment, and number of businesses recognized .

PERFORMANCE METRICS
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GOAL 5 
Continue the City's Position as a Regional 

Destination 

• Develop a brand for the City that builds upon its positive 

aspects, unique character and leverages natural assets 

• Promote outcome of Burnsville Shopping Center and CR 42 
study for a repositioned area that keeps the City viewed as a 

destination hub (at a minimum) 

• Work with the Chamber and Experience Burnsville to explore 

possibilities to promote the City as more than a tourist or 

shopping destination 

• Develop a communications plan to more fully promote the 

City and inform residents and surrounding metropolitan area 

of the positive attributes within the community 

• Promote connectivity of the City to the Metro Area and its 

assets 

Number of visitors with Convention and Visitor’s Bureau (CVB) data and 

attendance at City events, Burnsville Shopping Center and CR 42 corridor still 

a regional driver, increased entertainment venues and other amenities, 
population growth, market value/tax base growth, number of jobs in the 

community, decrease in median age, utilization of City facilities and park 

amenities and Buck Hill.

PERFORMANCE METRICS
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GOALS & 
OBJECTIVES
The marketing and communications 

goals for this integrated plan.
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Marketing and Communications
Goals & Objectives

Engage partners and businesses in the process of branding and development of the IMCP. 
Provide opportunities for input and deliver presentations for updates.

Create a brand that resonates with community and can be used creatively to support 
Strategic Plan goals.

Assist the City in the implementation, initial rollout, and continued promotion of the brand.

Develop and prioritize marketing tactics to support Strategic Planning goals.

Assist the City with communicating marketing tactics to internal stakeholders and 
connectors/partners for greater success.

Assist the City with execution of marketing tactics and measure success.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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DISCOVERY & 
RESULTS
This was the first step in the process. 

The quantitative and qualitive data is 

used to support communications 

strategies. 
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Communications Audit
The first phase of the project, Discovery, focused on surveying 

and engaging the current residents, organizations, and 

visitors/potential residents. The Discovery phase also included a 

Communications Audit of current City communications mediums.

The City of Burnsville has prioritized communications with its 

residents through the use of numerous owned media including, 

but not limited to, social media, website, videos, digital signage 

and subscribed newsletters and announcements. The 

Communications Audit reviewed all of the City produced Earned, 

Owned, and Paid media. The audit provided analytics and 

recommendation strategies for each marketing and 

communications product. 

With approximately six full-time and part-time staff devoted to 

City communications, the quantity, quality, and depth of 

communications provided to residents is impressive. As the AE2S 

Communications team reviewed the structure, content, and 

quality of the messaging, the project team took note of the 

wealth of information the City provides its residents (and visitors) 

daily. It is not surprising that the City communications 

department has won state awards celebrating its achievements. 

With that in mind, the project team took a deeper look at the 

analytics of engagement, reviewed qualitative and quantitative 

data provided by the City as well as demographic information 

provided by other sources. The goals were to: 

Discovery & Results

GOAL 1 
Identify the effectiveness of current communications

GOAL 2 
Identify gaps in current communications

GOAL 3 
Best practices that will support better education and engagement
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Communications Audit
Discovery & Results

The project team organized the audit by 

owned media, earned media, and paid media 

and concentrated on education and 

engagement of current communications, not 

necessarily what our team projects that is 

needed to support the Burnsville Economic 

Development Strategic Plan goals. Suggestions 

incorporated in the audit may support the 

Strategic Plan goals, but additional 

communication tactics will be addressed later 

in this plan.

AE2S would like to acknowledge the City of 

Burnsville Communications Department, as 

they provide a great service to the residents. 

The Department regularly develops and shares 

high-quality messages with residents on a 

wide variety of tools and platforms. The 

Communications Audit was used as a source 

for developing this plan. The full audit can be 

found in Appendix A.
5,264 Followers
3.6 out of 5 Stars

4,132 Followers
4,709 Tweets

1,497 Subscribers
1,216,363 Views

Monitoring Report
300 Subscribers

Bulletin
28,000 Mailed

Recreation Times
26,000 Mailed

Total Spots Delivered | 15,110

Total Spots Guaranteed | 13,468

Variance | 1,642

Variance % | 12.19%

Digital Billboards
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Reach
Discovery & Results

Over 1,400 people were engaged in the Discovery process through a digital community survey, group interviews and listening sessions, 

personal interviews, and community events.  There were 805 respondents to the digital survey. Approximately 30 people took part in 

group interviews/listening sessions through the Mayor’s CEO group, City Partners group, Burnsville High School DECA class as well 

personal interviews. Close to 600 people wrote on boards or responded to questions at the Party on the Plaza and Back to the 80s

events. The project team also reviewed over 20 essays from the 3rd graders that took part in a City contest that challenged the children 

with the question “why they love Burnsville.”

Over 1,400 people engaged in the process!

Essays from the 3rd

graders reviewed

800 30 600 20

Respondents to the 
digital survey

People took part in 
interviews and group 

discussions

People wrote on boards 
or responded to 

questions at events
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Common Themes
Discovery & Results

Burnsville residents of all ages responded about why they love Burnsville. Some of the common themes among the various groups

noted that it was a beautiful City with many parks and green spaces. People enjoyed the opportunity to live in a greater natural

environment, while still be close to the amenities of the Twin Cities. This was most prevalent in ages 36+. Additionally, those age groups 

noted it was a great City for raising a family and “felt safe”. Another common response pointed to the diversity of the community. Many 

felt that diversity was a positive and added to the cultural richness of the community, especially those in the 26-45 age group.

Many also noted negative perceptions of the school as a something they would like to see improved. There were also common themes

of improving the Burnsville Center area. Those items were identified through the Economic Development Strategic Plan as well.

Parks and Natural Setting Location Affordable Diverse Friendly & Welcoming

Why people chose to 
live here

Favorite thing about 
Burnsville and its 

personality

How people describe 
Burnsville

Favorite thing about 
Burnsville and how 
people describe it

Favorite thing about 
Burnsville
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Age

18 - 25 26 - 35 36 - 45
46 - 55 76 + Prefer not to say

Resident

Resident
Non - Resident

Community Survey
Discovery & Results

Group Demographics

Approximately 805 respondents completed or partially 

completed the digital survey. Of the respondents that answered, 

58.6% female, 38.2% male, .5% other, and 2.7% did not say. 

Those groups were spread among the following age groups: 18-

25 (4.5%), 26-35 (15.7%), 36-45 (23.5%), 46-55 (22.7%), 56-65 

(19.0%), 66-75 (10.41%), 76+ (1.1%) and those that preferred 

not to report their age (3.43%). The majority of respondents fell 

between 26 and 65 years of age, with 36-45 being the largest 

age group to respond to the survey. 59.2% of respondents are 

residents of Burnsville and 40.8% are not residents of 

Burnsville. Approximately 20% of the respondents were people 

of color (spread across different ethnicities), while 80% of 

respondents identified as Caucasian.  

Gender

Male Female
Other Prefer Not To Say
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I      Burnsville 
because __________.

We want everyone to love Burnsville so we have a few questions 
to ask you. The survey will take less than 2 minutes to complete.

bit.ly/BvilleCommunitySurvey

Community Survey
Discovery & Results

Medium Used

The community survey was digital in 

nature and resided on a website. 

The survey was promoted through 

owned, earned, and paid media 

including City owned media, press 

releases, paid social media boosts, 

paper handouts, organizational 

meetings, and word of mouth. 
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Community Survey
Discovery & Results

The Results

Generally speaking, residents reported they chose to live in 

Burnsville because it was affordable, close to their work, local 

amenities, and parks and recreation. When asked about 

respondent’s favorite thing about Burnsville, its parks and 

natural setting rose to the top of the list. Other favorite things 

included its location and access to the Twin Cities, but its sense 

of small community setting away from the hustle and bustle 

(i.e. “the best of both worlds”). Many respondents also noted 

their favorite thing was the diversity in the community and one 

respondent noted “Community with Unity.”

When asked how the respondent might describe the personality 

of Burnsville, many answered with “friendly” and 

“welcoming.” Other answered with words such as vibrant, 

family, fun, and others answered with old, safe, nice, and quiet. 

When asked how respondents would describe Burnsville to a 

visitor, words such as suburb or suburban with green spaces and 

parks rose to the top. Respondents used descriptors such as 

great, friendly, and nice. Overall, the majority respondents 

would describe Burnsville in a positive manner to a visitor. 

The survey also asked if respondents could change one negative 

perception about Burnsville, what would it be. The negative 

perceptions associated with the school district appeared the 

most with other answers ranging from safety/crime issues to 

low income levels. Also noted was the perception that diversity 

is seen as a negative, while respondents felt it was a positive.  
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Community Survey
Discovery & Results

The Results Continued

Some of the most interesting and useful information is when data is cross-tabbed, meaning answers are cross-tabbed with the 

demographics of the respondent such as the following tables. This information can be found in the messaging and strategies section.
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Crosstabulations
Discovery & Results

W
hy

 d
id

 y
ou

 c
ho

os
e 

to
 li

ve
 in

 B
ur

ns
vi

lle
? 

Total 18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76+ Prefer not to say

Affordable living 183 3 30 50 31 39 22 3 5

Burnsville school district 43 0 1 8 12 11 8 1 2

Career/close to work 181 5 31 49 37 37 19 2 1

Community aesthetics (look and feel) 85 2 9 16 22 18 13 2 3

Cultural diversity 40 0 9 14 9 4 2 1 1

Local amenities 
(shops, restaurants, businesses)

118 1 20 27 27 29 11 2 1

Other (please describe) 112 3 12 20 29 25 15 3 5

Parks and recreation 99 1 16 23 22 20 14 1 2

Safety 70 3 11 7 19 18 10 1 1

Affordable living 19.7% 16.7% 21.6% 23.4% 14.9% 19.4% 19.3% 18.8% 23.8%

Burnsville school district 4.6% 0.0% 0.72% 3.7% 5.8% 5.5% 7.0% 6.3% 9.5%

Career/close to work 19.4% 27.8% 22.3% 22.9% 17.8% 18.4% 16.7% 12.5% 4.8%

Community aesthetics (look and feel) 9.1% 11.1% 6.5% 7.5% 10.6% 9.0% 11.4% 12.5% 14.3%

Cultural diversity 4.3% 0.0% 6.5% 6.5% 4.3% 2.0% 1.8% 6.3% 4.8%

Local amenities
(shops, restaurants, businesses)

12.7% 5.6% 14.4% 12.6% 13.0% 14.4% 9.6% 12.5% 4.8%

Other (please describe) 12.0% 16.7% 8.6% 9.3% 13.9% 12.4% 13.2% 18.8% 23.8%

Parks and recreation 10.6% 5.6% 11.5% 10.7% 10.6% 10.0% 12.3% 6.3% 9.5%

Safety 7.5% 16.7% 7.9% 3.3% 9.1% 9.0% 8.8% 6.3% 4.8%

The Results Continued
Some of the most interesting and useful information is seen in the crosstabulations, or how different variables from the survey 

compared. Below shows why residents chose to live in Burnsville based on their age. Additional crosstabulations can be found in 

Appendix B. 
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Individual & Group Interviews
Discovery & Results

Jack Kolb-Williams | Executive Director, The Garage

Unique to Burnsville 

• Only recording facility like the Garage in the region.  
Unique to the nation really.

• Attracts multiple ages and provides a creative outlet.

• It has a “cool” factor.

• Transition from white majority to more diversity as 
youth grow up in Burnsville.

• Great working relationship with the City. 

Main Challenges/Cons

• Youth need to see people like them in leadership roles.

• Want to see how their input actually makes a difference 
in the City.

“Important to have a gathering place. Brings people 
together from all walks of life.”

Q Mursal | Director, Burnsville Mosque 

Unique to Burnsville 

• Accessibility

• Proximity

• Welcoming/Friendly Community 

Main Challenges/Cons

• Poor environment for new business. The process to start 
a new business in the City is slow and codes are 
obstructive. 

• Limited affordable housing and available affordable 
housing is aging. 

• No community center.

• Perception that it is “too far” from Twin Cities.

“Wouldn’t live anywhere else.” 
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Individual & Group Interviews
Discovery & Results

Mayors CEO Group

Total Attendance: 14 Local CEO’s

• Collins Rockwell has over 200 openings.

• Pepsi has 18+ delivery driver openings.

• Buck Hill has challenge getting the attention of young staff.

• Precision Signage needs larger space and to hire more 

people. 

• IT industry has trouble getting people to stay. 

• Other Needs: Healthcare, engineering, accounting, food 

service, and retail (18-22 year olds).

• Power/Tradeshow industries do not have trouble due to 

connections with local community colleges and Bemidji 

State.

• Bolton & Menk has four offices in the Twin Cities and 

Burnsville office is largest, most requested. 

• Burnsville is an attractive city for workforce living in southern 

MN cities. 

• Having hiring events, both in person and virtual that garner 

good attendance, but still looking at untapped labor markets 

and areas where there may be layoffs.

Workforce
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Individual & Group Interviews
Discovery & Results

• Wind/Renewable Energy continues to play a role in energy 

mix.

• City is progressive in land development regulations.

• Vehicle charging stations in heart of the City & Buck Hill.

• Mountain bike trails at Buck Hill are in the best shape they 

have ever been.

• Freewheel bike races at Buck Hill are a big deal.

• Summer Tubing at Buck Hill to try to attract people year-round 

is launching as well as events and concerts at Buck Hill.

• City is a healthy city with opportunities in nature. 

• Pathways program at schools.

• Video production capabilities through City.

Unique to Burnsville

• Not many use them.

• Tradeshow industry has leveraged incentives for new spaces.

• Challenge – Limited partnership with the County.

• Legislative session was not favorable for funding.

EDA Incentives
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Individual & Group Interviews
Discovery & Results

• Over 20 vacancies right now and more national 

closings are coming.

• Tony’s Place (Autistic Playroom) adds a new 

dimension to the Burnsville Center and may be the 

start of more experiential storefronts.

• Odyssey Martial Arts is doing well.

• CBD oil business has moved in and could spur natural 

health opportunities.

• Entertainment type businesses are also a possibility.

• Carnival at the Mall said, “They love Burnsville.” But 

nobody knew the carnival was at the mall.

Burnsville Center

• A lot of changes and big decisions ahead.

• Currently there is a facility study being conducted 

and building use/asset review.

• Also studying a potential levy. There is a scientific 

survey that will be conducted to further review 

this option.

School District

• CVB coming out with a #MyBurnsville
video series.

• Zombie Boardshop Owner’s X-Game 
friends are coming to town.

• Large coal stack is coming down. This 

has been a familiar site in Burnsville 
skyline and will not be there anymore. 

More signs of change.

OTHER
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Partners Focus Group

Group Demographics

Three males and four females were part of this focus group. The 

focus group consisted of a diverse range of ages. Most of the 

focus group had lived in Burnsville for over five years and serve 

as leadership or communications/marketing leads for their 

respective organizations. 

Medium Used

A handout that asked respondents to think of a variety of their 

senses (sight, smell, touch, etc.) to describe who Burnsville is. 

The handout was given to the group, who had approximately 

five minutes to complete. After completing the handout, the 

group shared their results in a discussion lead by AE2S 

Communications.

Discovery & Results
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Partners Focus Group

What do people say when giving an elevator speech about 

Burnsville?

• Successful businesses and variety of jobs

• Diverse community/global community

• Great place for families

• Good schools

• Housing and pride in home ownership

• Close to Minneapolis without being as overwhelming and 
great views of the city

• Buck Hill

How would you describe the people of Burnsville?

• Diverse in age and culture (not as affluent as other 
communities)

• Close knit/family

• Concerned about the past (what they have known) and 
present

• Committed to the community and hardworking

What is the most innovative trait of Burnsville?

• Heart of the City

• Partnerships

• Buck Hill

• Local restaurants

What are your favorite smells in Burnsville?

• Fresh air/neighborhood bonfires

• Local food

Discovery & Results

The Results
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Partners Focus Group
How do you feel about Burnsville?

• Stale - needs some excitement. Not a lot of things for 
Millennials to do.

• Love the City and parks

• Openness to both new and old cultures

• Accessible (location)

• Love the mature trees, greenery and fall colors, and the non-
flat topography.

How do people dress in Burnsville?

• Casual

Where is your favorite place to go in Burnsville?

• Restaurants and Breweries

• Parks

• Burnsville Center 

• Buck Hill

• Ames Center

What do you hear when talking to other residents about the City?

• Eyes have opened to how the community has changed with 
varied opinions. Some do not like the changes and others 
have embraced them.

• Concerns about lack of “connections” in neighborhoods

• Burnsville Center

What’s the first place you would point out to someone new in 

town?

• Heart of the City

• Buck Hill

• Ames Center

Discovery & Results
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Partners Focus Group

General Comments During Conversations

Discovery & Results

• “People in Burnsville care very loudly.” They are committed 

to community.

• The look and feel of Burnsville is evolving. Diverse and aging 

culture.

• Elementary and high school have evolved to be the most 

diverse places.

• Not a lot of Young Professionals in the area. For a single, 

young YP – it is not the “place to be”. Wouldn’t tell my 

friends to come to Burnsville for an event, we would go into 

the City.

• Need to talk about diversity and celebrate it.

• Great for families because it has everything right here and is 

safe, kids can ride bikes, etc.

• It has great access to everything. “It is a compass to all 

places”.

• There is a lot to celebrate about Burnsville.

• There is a high degree of natural beauty. Hills, views, fall 

colors, Buck Hill. 

• Issues with housing, Burnsville Center (seen as unsafe), and 

low scores in school. 

• The challenge is to find what is “cool” about Burnsville.  

• Partnerships between the organizations are strong. “Creating 

a tightly woven fiber.”

• Pathways has been an excellent partnership between public 

and private entities and is doing great things. Need to hear 

about it more. 
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DECA Focus Group

Group Demographics

Three males and three females were part of this focus 

group. All of the respondents are students at Burnsville high 

school and ranged from sophomore to seniors and have 

lived in Burnsville for varying amounts of time.

Medium Used

A handout that asked respondents to think of a variety of 

their senses (sight, smell, touch, etc.) to describe who 

Burnsville is. The handout was given to the group, who had 

approximately five minutes to complete. After completing 

the handout, the group shared their results in a discussion 

lead by AE2S Communications.

Discovery & Results
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DECA Focus Group

What do people say when giving an elevator speech about 

Burnsville?

• Diverse people with different opinions, but in the end, 
everyone is trying to improve the community.

• Public and Private organizations work together.

• Attraction points include Burnsville Center, Buck Hill, and Ames 
Center.

• Nice place to live and grow up.

How would you describe the people of Burnsville?

• Diverse

• Welcoming

• Kind

• Caring

What is the most innovative trait of Burnsville?

• Diversity

• Attracting poor communities because of the support system in 
Burnsville.

• Heart of the City

• Restaurants

What are your favorite smells in Burnsville?

• Food at local restaurants

• Nature/outdoors

Discovery & Results

The Results
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DECA Focus Group
What do you hear when talking to other residents about the City?

• Typically, a negative image – some call it “ghetto”

• Lots of retail options

• Quiet with a lot of youngsters

What’s the first place you would point out to someone new in town?

• Local Restaurants

• Heart of the City

• YMCA

• Buck Hill

• The High School

How do you feel about Burnsville?

• Don’t like the bad perception that others have

• Like that people care 

• Wish for more outdoor activities

• “Just another City”

How do people dress in Burnsville?

• Casual and comfortable

Where is your favorite place to go in Burnsville?

• High school – “it feels like home”

• YMCA

• Parks

• Heart of the City

• High school turf

• Cool kids “hang out” in the parking ramp to take pictures, etc.

Discovery & Results
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DECA Focus Group

General Comments During Conversations

Discovery & Results

• “I moved to a different school for a bit and it wasn’t very 

diverse, and it felt weird. The diversity is what makes our 

school a good place.”

• “I don’t know what City events are going on (in reference 

to Party in the Plaza).”

• “We use Snapchat, text, Instagram to communicate.”

• “We get so much information digitally, sometimes it is 

easier to notice a sign that you drive by.”
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Event Details and Demographics

There were two poster boards used, one was set up at Party on 

the Plaza and one was set up at Back to the 80s. There were 

approximately 600 total responses from both events combined. 

There were approximately 380 responses on the poster from 

Party on the Plaza and the poster was available for event-goers 

to sign for approximately eight hours. Additionally, there was a 

penny jar activity in which people could drop a penny in a jar 

that was labelled with options of what they love most about 

Burnsville, of which there were 143 responses. There were 

approximately 220 responses on the poster from Back to the 

80s and the poster was available for approximately five hours 

for event-goers.

Medium Used

Event-goers were given Sharpies to write something on the 

board that they love about Burnsville. The project team also got 

feedback by having conversations with people passing by the 

booth.

#BvilleLove Posters
Discovery & Results
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#BvilleLove Posters
Discovery & Results

Most common phrases used to describe 

what people love (including the word):

• “parks” - 50

• “people” - 39

• “events [and/or] activities” - 37

• “splash pad” - 24

• “community” - 23

• “school” - 16

• “shopping” – 15

Jar penny totals from Party on the Plaza

• Events: 56

• Nature: 45

• Culture: 24

• Local Businesses: 18

Other notable reoccurring mentions:

• Heart of the City

• Buck Hill

• Ames Center 

• Fire Muster, Party on the Plaza, Back 
to the 80s

• Convenient location, close to freeway 
system and Metro amenities 

• Love the restaurant variety

• Diversity, multicultural activities, 
“inclusive”

• Nursing homes & senior activities 

• Family friendly

• Lakes, Crystal Lake

• Leadership, Mayor Kautz

• Neighbors & peaceful neighborhoods 

• Safe

• “Small town community feel in an 
urban setting”

• Clean

Notable unique responses:

• “close to a HUGE city, with low crime 
rate”

• Affordable housing

• Biking 

• Burnsville recycles and composts 

• Community partnerships

• Fire department

• Gentle

• Grocery store variety

• Healthcare is close

• Hockey rink

• Natural resources

• Quick access to “north activity”

• The Garage “music venue”

• “Spread out, but a city”

• Trees 
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Group Demographics

There was a shortlist of 21 essays written by 3rd graders from 

Burnsville; with a fairly even balance of male and female 

students. The essay responses included 11 responses from 

Gideon Pond Elementary, six from Vista View Elementary, two 

from Edward Neill Elementary, one from Northview Elementary, 

and one from Sioux Trail Elementary. 

Medium Used

A handout with the essay prompt “I love Burnsville because…” 

Each student wrote approximately one page about why they 

love Burnsville and submitted to their respective teachers.

The Results

A common theme from the essays was that these youngsters 

are happy to call Burnsville home and were excited to share 

why. As Charlotte from Gideon Pond said, “Burnsville is the 

best! Listen up!” The 3rd graders provided articulate and 

thoughtful responses that allow a glimpse into a child’s 

perspective on what makes the City of Burnsville a great place 

to live. 

The responses are also helpful because many parents’ opinions 

and experiences transfer to their young children; so there is 

some insight on Burnsville’s families’ perspectives as well. For 

example, Hamdi from Vista View points out, “I love Burnsville 

because it has close freeways to get to different cities.” 

They mentioned many different things about why they love 

Burnsville. The responses were all enthusiastic and positive. 

Some of the major common themes across all letters included:

• Fun things to do

• Safe, kind, accepting community

• Love the parks

• Love their school

3rd Grade Essays
Discovery & Results
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Quotes

“The parks filled with kids, fun, and freedom. There are 

wonderful places to live where I’m proud to call home. The 

people here are friendly and come from different ways of life, 

we accept everyone.” -Annaieya, Northview Elementary

“The people that live in Burnsville keep me safe they are nice 

and friendly, and they help me and my parents. We moved to 

Burnsville because it’s safe and it’s our home and we love 

Burnsville” -Norah, Vista View Elementary     

“I love Burnsville because of the good bike trails. I like to go 

on bike rides with my family. I’m so glad I live in Burnsville.”   

-Zach, Sioux Trail Elementary

“I like how we have the Burnsville Fire Muster days. It brings 

people closer together. I also like that we have fun parks to 

play at. I’m so happy I live in Burnsville.” -Briella, Gideon Pond 
Elementary

3rd Grade Essays
Discovery & Results
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“There are good places to play because we take care of them. 

Let’s keep on trying to make Burnsville even better.” -Andrew, 

Gideon Pond Elementary

“Burnsville is a very peaceful city. There are very kind citizens 

who are always helping others. Burnsville also has lots of very 

fun activities for all ages.” -Aiden, Gideon Pond Elementary

“Burnsville is amazing because there are good schools. The staff 

are fun, and the learning is interesting. There are nice 

students.” -Michael, Gideon Pond Elementary

“I could never leave here. When I came to Burnsville, I knew 

that this place is gonna be a perfect home.” -Istahil, Gideon 
Pond Elementary

“Burnsville is a safe community for children, and adults, and 

animals. Burnsville is a safe welcoming place for everyone in 

the world because there is homes, food, drinks and sports. 

There are schools for everyone to learn new things.” -Lydia, 
Vista View Elementary

3rd Grade Essays
Discovery & Results
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THE BRAND
Businesses Belong Here. Entrepreneurs 

Belong Here. Runners Belong Here. 

Breweries Belong Here.

You Belong Here. 
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A brand is more than a logo. Logos are part of the visual 

identity of a brand. Brands are the personality, culture, and 

experiences associated with an organization or community. 

Brands appeal to all the senses – sight, smell, touch, sound, and 

taste. For example, does the community give people a cozy, 

warm, and welcoming feeling? The brand should too.

One of the most important features of the brand was that it 

needed to be authentic. When brands are not authentic, they 

tend to not be adopted by the community or fall short of lasting 

the test of time. Communities cannot pretend that they are 

something they aspire to be. This is why it is important that the 

brand is something that the community recognizes and 

identifies with. Public support is also crucial because they are 

the unofficial spokespeople. The official spokespeople of the 

brand, which will include the EDA, EDA Board Members, City 

Council, and other City staff, also need to identify with the 

brand. 

When a brand can show everyday life opportunities and connect 

with the community, the optimal results follow. Confidence and 

trust is built in the brand when the community sees the value 

and desires to associate with it. People and businesses outside 

of the region will be attracted to the confidence and trust 

within the vibrant community.

Workforce, businesses, realtors, and entrepreneurs in and 

outside of the region will be targeted. The brand needs to 

appeal to them as well. Specifically, the people who are in the 

Millennial and Generation X generations. According to Pew 

Research, Millennials make up the largest percentage of the U.S. 

labor force. In fact, more than one-in-three of the American 

workforce (35%) are Millennials. They are also first time 

homeowners, with entrepreneurial spirits, and are starting 

families. Those who would be classified as Generation X are 

more likely to be building homes, business owners, and busy 

raising their families.

What is Branding?
The Brand
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The City of Burnsville had recently developed a 

new logo that can be seen throughout the 

community. During the Economic Development 

Commission (EDC) and Economic Development 

Authority (EDA) strategic planning process in 

2018, the desire for a brand and identity 

became clear. In fact, it is mentioned many 

times throughout the Strategic Plan:

Process
The Brand

GOAL 2 | Improve Image of School District #191 & City 

• Leverage potential branding initiative to develop coherent message about the 
community 

• Identify new and existing channels, including social media, to disseminate 
"brand" 

GOAL 5 | Continue the City's Position as a Regional 
Destination
• Research and report to the EDC and Council on branding and/or communications 

initiatives, costs and outcomes in the communities 

• Identify internal and external funding to pay for the costs and manage the 
project 

• Undertake RFQ process to solicit consulting services for branding strategy 

and/or communication initiatives 

• Leverage outcome of branding process to create a comprehensive plan for 
economic development marketing 

• Prepare branded project highlights content to disseminate through marketing 
channels and trade shows 
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At the beginning of 2018, AE2S Communications was hired by 

the City of Burnsville in 2018 to begin the branding process. The 

process followed the outline below. 

AE2S Communications team dove into the research, interviews, 

focus groups and survey results, dozens of brand themes were 

created. The team used the discovery period to develop dozens 

of potential themes. From there the team presented the top 

eight themes to the project team, partners group, local 

influencers, and people who live outside of the region. 

The top four themes were then designed to work with the new 

logo yet provide an opportunity for additional branding for the 

city. The designed themes, along with potential messaging, and 

mock-ups were presented to the project team and City Council. 

Ultimately the two groups chose the brand You Belong Here. 

Process
The Brand
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This brand, which speaks to the fact that Burnsville is a charming, welcoming, and neighborly community, was also the favorite when 

testing. Ultimately this brand shows that you, your family, and your business will be welcomed & feel at home in Burnsville. Your story 

matters. You matter in Burnsville.

You Belong In Burnsville
The Brand

Sub-Messages Supporting Economic Development Strategic Goals 

1. Sustainability of 
Burnsville Center/CR 42)

2. Improve image of 
School District #191

3. Development 
of the HOC

4. Educate/promote housing 
and commercial programs

5. Build City’s position as 
regional destination

Your child will belong, be 
healthier, happier in a 
place that welcomes them. 

Your business, your venture, 
your vision belongs in 
Burnsville.

Experience belonging first 
hand when you experience 
HOC.

The City will help you belong to 
something incredible. 

YP’s, friends, and families belong 
in Burnsville and share great 
experiences.
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You Belong Here Mock-Ups
The Brand
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The City of Burnsville launched the brand at the 2019 Fire Muster Event. The Fire 

Muster is a community celebration that officially began in 1980. The celebration 

evolved from a smaller neighborhood-based gathering, where fire equipment 

collector, Roger Jackson, and some of his friends entertained children each summer 

by displaying his collection at what was known then as Diamond head Mall. Children 

also enjoyed a short parade of equipment down Nicollet Avenue.

“You Belong Here” messaging was shared throughout the City through a variety of 

traditional and unique mediums. Some of which included:

Launch
The Brand • Internal Communications

• Media Releases

• Talking Points

• Website

• Proclamation

• Announcement Before Entertainment

• Cookies with New Brand

• Sidewalk Chalk

• You Belong Here Video

• Social Media Posts

• Hashtag

• Snapchat Filter

• Digital Signage

• Yard Signs

• Large Yard Letters

• Banner at Events and in Parade

• Apparel and Swag



1

IMCP
The Integrated Marketing and 

Communications Plan (IMCP) shares 

Stakeholders, Target Audience, and Strategic 

Marketing and Communication Planning for 

each of the five strategic goals.
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Introduction
IMCP

Strong marketing and communications starts with an extensive 

understanding of the stakeholders and the target market. A 

unique and creative campaign will not be successful if there is 

not buy-in from stakeholders and/or it doesn’t resonate with 

target audiences. So, before developing strategic messaging 

and creative communications tactics, AE2S Communications 

focused on who the stakeholders are and potential target 

markets for all the goals. 

Based on input in the discovery period, stakeholder groups, 

target audiences, and outside research, the marketing and 

communications strategies were developed. The team also 

developed marketing and communications goals. These will 

help Burnsville track its success and monitor where changes 

need to be made. 



Ensure sustainability of 

Burnsville Shopping 

Center/CR 42 Corridor

GOAL 1

Goal 1
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Collaboration is Key

Ensuring the sustainability of Burnsville Shopping Center and the 
CR42 Corridor is a multifaceted goal.  It will work towards 
immediate success through maintaining occupancy and attracting 
additional businesses to the Burnsville Shopping Center. In addition, 
it also addresses the long-term goal of creating a Center Village 
that connects to other local retailers and encourages mixed use and 
housing opportunities, with an ultimate goal of creating a City 
within a City atmosphere. 

The first order of business is to help improve the perception of the 
current Burnsville Shopping Center and CR42 Corridor. During the 
discovery period, it was noted that the Shopping Center area had 
perceived safety issues and was considered old and dirty. 

Because the City does not own the properties in this area, there 
must be a concerted effort to collaborate with CBL, Sears, Macy’s, 
and JC Penney (which are the mall property owner) as well as 
retailers inside the mall and businesses along the CR42 Corridor. 

Some of the suggested tactics and action items may need further 
development after consideration of hiring a retail analytics firm that 
can identify key retail clusters. Although, perhaps a simple survey 
of the current retailers can provide ideas for targeted retailers. 

Either way, multiple discussions with CBL/property owners and 
others will need to take place to first present ideas and tactics, 
acquire support, and, ultimately execute. 

Goal 1

Introduction

OPPORTUNITIES
• Utilize funding programs create placemaking opportunities. 

• Use open locations for pop-up stores. This could include online businesses, such as Etsy Owners, or new 
business ventures.
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Goal 1

Target Audience
CBL & Associate Properties

• Work with CBL, Sears, Macy’s, JC Penney, and associated businesses to 
develop relationships with other businesses that would be a great fit in 
Burnsville. 

• Share quarterly updates with CBL and associates. 
• Host a panel with CBL and associates where people can ask questions and 

learn more about the process. Consider adding a live social media element 
and address the questions people ask online. 

Businesses and Business Owners on the CR42 Corridor

• Discover why they chose Burnsville and amplify and share that message. 
• Support ‘shop local’ campaigns and events. 
• Develop a one pager than can be sent out each quarter to keep this project 

top-of-mind. Include incentives.

Small Disadvantaged Businesses

• Minority businesses have access to funding. 
• May lack business experience and financials.

Stores Located in the Mall

• Create an opportunity for businesses to discuss important topics, issues, or 
entrepreneurial experiences. 

• Discover why they chose the mall and amplify and share that message. 
• Develop a one pager than can be sent out each quarter to keep this project 

top-of-mind. Include incentives.

Complementary Businesses

• Complementary or cluster businesses are those that relate to the current 
stores.

• Can benefit from current stores through mentoring and having similar target 
audiences.

Restaurants

• Diverse, unique restaurants may help drive traffic to the mall. 
• Consider opening one of the spaces for new entrepreneurial restaurants.

Investors

• Create a community investment group.
• Share the potential for public/private partnership through handouts and at 

events. 
• Create an event that gets investors, developers, and potential businesses in 

the same room. 

Developers

• Understand their goals and marketing tactics. 
• Develop a one pager than can be sent out each quarter to keep this project 

top-of-mind. Include incentives.
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 1

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Participate in Industry Trade 
Events 

Retailers and Commercial 
Developers 

• Dynamic and engaging booth setup.

• Social media posts before event sharing that you will be there and during 
the event.

• Geofencing and digital advertising.

• Updated handouts and brochures.

• “You Belong Here” swag.

Host a Broker/Developer Day 
Developers, Bankers, Investors, 
Architects, CEOs, and Other 
Expansion Businesses

• Schedule MSCA Thursday events.

• Use empty space in Mall or meeting room in a new development.

• Decorate with large You Belong Here letters.

• Celebrate “winning” development.

• Promote through personal calls and invites.

• Host at the end of construction season.

Tactics Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 1

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Use City-Wide Communications 
for CR42 

Developers, Bankers, Investors, CEOs 
and Other Expansion Businesses

• Targeted emails.

• Digital retargeting linked to development section of the City’s website.

• Create a quarterly section in the newsletter that focuses on the Mall and 
Center Village.

• Provide updates on social media.

Host a Developer Round Table Developers, Investors, Architects

• Hold in interesting spaces and businesses to spur discussions – Have limited 
seating to encourage mingling.

• Ask developers for topics

• Have a keynote speaker.

• Promote through special invites and follow-up calls.

• Promote through targeted social media ads.

Continued Tactics Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 1

Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Identify “Fits” Around 
Successful Stores 

(One example is the autistic gym)

Dependent on Symbiotic Targets

• Identify cluster/symbiotic stores (Need to engage retail analytics firm).

• Send site selection data and follow up with call/email.

• If appropriate, invite potential symbiotic fits to a visioning walk-through to 
meet group identified as a target cluster and make connections.

Turn One of the Spaces into a 
Pop-up Store to Test Concepts 

(City incentive) 

Entrepreneurs, Startups, Current 
Businesses looking to try new 
product/service

• Hold “shark tank” type of contest to create awareness for 6-12 month rent 
for a reduced fee. Use owned media to promote.

• Support with Open To Business guidance.

• Promote pop-up store.

• Video of pop-up owner endorsing City economic development assistance.

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 1

Continued Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Use Empty Spaces and/or Walls 
for Picture Worthy Adventures, 
Public Art 

General public

• Reach out to CBL to assess opportunity (Regina made first contact).

• Create theme for art contest that plays into You Belong Here brand.

• High school artists are chosen to create 3-4 murals in barren spaces in the 
mall. 

• Work with District #191 art classes to submit entries and “esteemed” panel 
chooses the winners. 

• Promote finalists and winners through social media/consider boosting.

• Use empty space to create an ”Instagram worthy” room that incorporates 
the You Belong Here brand. 

• Use an empty space as a community meeting room.

Entrepreneur/Business Crawl General public, Investors, 
Developers

• Once or twice a year hold a business crawl (similar to pub crawl) to learn 
about businesses in conjunction with Chamber.

• Promote through City and Chamber owned media.

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 1

Continued Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Entrepreneur Capture 
Entrepreneurs, Small Disadvantaged 
Businesses, Complementary 
Businesses  

• “Here are the 90 startups competing in the 2019 Minnesota Cup” -
https://www.bizjournals.com/twincities/news/2019/05/30/here-are-the-
90-startups-competing-in-the-2019.html

• Personal calls of introduction.

• Emails.

• Direct mailings to identified startups and entrepreneurship hubs that 
showcase specialized needs for that particular startup.

• Identify office/manufacturing spaces.

• Consider startup incentive.

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term

https://www.bizjournals.com/twincities/news/2019/05/30/here-are-the-90-startups-competing-in-the-2019.html
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 1

Continued Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Shared Marketing CBL, Stores Located Within the Mall

• Ask for opportunity to link to Economic Development or small business 
websites for inquiries.

• Ask retailers and other businesses to reach out to complementary stores and 
provide helpful information.

Advertising Potential Retailers, Businesses, and 
Developers

• Geofencing around key conferences such as National Retailer Conference and 
regional conferences where City staff will be presenting or have a booth.

• Advertise in urban locations that will reach innovators using “Entrepreneurs 
Belong Here.” 

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Measuring Success
Goal 1

Increase website traffic in Economic Development pages by at least 25% over 2020.

Increase number of calls and inquiries to City/CBL by 10% within the first six months.

Promotion of two new businesses within the first year.

Better working relationship and communication with CBL/property owners in terms of mall usage 

for events, art, pop-up, etc.

Shared media opportunities understood and utilized. 

FROM THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
& REDEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN

• Property valuation increase of Mall and surround area

• New business starts/remodels

• Public reinvestment in infrastructure and/or P3s

• Number and type of building permits and valuation



Improve Image of School 

District #191 and CityGOAL 2

Goal 2
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“Future Ready. Community Strong.”

One of the challenges facing the City is the negative perception of 

School District #191. The graduation rate in Burnsville is high. It was 

almost 94% in 2016. But the school continues to lose several 

hundred students who open enroll into other school districts each 

year. Anecdotally, this exodus can be attributed to the negative 

perception about safety and learning at the school, as well as low 

test scores. This leaves an opportunity to clearly communicate what 

is fact, versus perception, as many students who attend the school 

are proud to call the Burnsville School District “home.”

With the City’s goals to improve public perception of School District 

#191 and overall better engagement with a diverse population, it is 

important to understand student demographics in order to provide 

another level of insight on how to best collaborate and engage 

with families.

As of 2019, over half of the students enrolled in the Burnsville 

Public School District #191 were racially/ethnically diverse. There 

are about 8,205 students attending regularly. Diversity is one of the 

many strengths of Burnsville!

Additionally, the School District recently hired a new 

superintendent that supports increased communications and is 

currently working on a communications/public relations plan. The 

tactics presented in this section must align with the School District’s 

Communications Plan, so some recommendations may be 

augmented based on future discussions.

Goal 2

Introduction

OPPORTUNITIES
• Collaborate with School District #191’s communications team on their communications plan.  Determine best 

way to maximize efforts based on District and City staff goals and resources. 

• Celebrate diversity and high graduation rates.

• Promote the Pathways Program.
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Teachers

• Find teachers who can be influencers on social media. Work with them to 
share messages about the school and brand. 

• Support teachers by providing resources that allow them to better understand 
the branding effort and this goal.

• Develop videos that tell the positive stories of teaching in the district. Post 
the videos on the website and social media.

Potential Future District #191 Parents

• May have no direct ties to the area. 
• Mixed messaging about the schools in Burnsville. 
• New homeowners in the area oftentimes receive a petition for their children 

to attend other schools in their homeowner packets. 
• Provide resources to parents that show how a school may fit their children’s 

particular needs. 

Current Students

• Some students say that Burnsville is seen as “ghetto,” even though they 
don’t agree with that statement.

• Develop videos that show a day in the life of students in the district. Post the 
videos on the website and social media. 

• Find influencers in the schools who can share the message with others about 
why they are proud to attend their school. What makes it special to them?

• Develop a competition where students can create videos showing their 
favorite things about Burnsville and the schools. Share the top videos on the 
website and social media. 

Potential Future Students

• Videos on TikTok, a social media platform popular with Gen Z, negatively 
describe the schools in the area. 

• Invite potential students to tour the City and school or shadow a current 
student for the day. 

Realtors

• Negative perception of Burnsville Schools. Some Realtors include petitions to 
go to a different school in new homeowners’ packets. Some have even been 
known to suggest homebuyers not to move to Burnsville because of the 
school district. Their main concern is not the schools’ perception. 

• Survey realtors immediately to get insight on perceptions, interest, and 
opportunities. In one year, after tactics have been implemented, see if the 
needle has moved on the school district’s perception.

• Give realtors the opportunity to share how they believe the school district can 
better attract new families. 

• Regularly update realtors with new programs and results in the school district. 
Potentially through a monthly lunch with the Superintendent and fact sheets. 

• Connect realtors and the School District through multiple channels, including 
panels, round tables, and school tours.

• Create liaisons between realtors and principals that consistently share 
updated news and statistics, while creating an open route for communication 
between the schools and realtors. 

• Encourage realtors to use their social media to share positive messages about 
the schools in Burnsville. 

Goal 2

Target Audiences
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Banks

• Future residents’ first point of contact is often a loan officer.  Providing facts 
and opportunities to share with potential homeowners will combat the 
negative perceptions and encourage them to seek homes in the Burnsville. 

Boomerangs

• Boomerangs, or those who may have left the region for school or work 
opportunities, but now want to move back and want their children to have 
similar experiences as they did when they were growing up.

• Many millennials live in apartments/condos near Burnsville. They are 
beginning to start families and are looking for affordable first homes.

Alumni

• Most are proud of their hometown and experiences they had while attending 
school in Burnsville. If alumni have moved away, they may be wanting to 
move back to be close to families and/or for their children to have similar 
experiences as they did growing up. 

• Share alumni stories. Find alumni who have found great success or have 
incredible pride in the school. Share their stories on the website, newsletters, 
and social media. Use video and/or images to help tell their story.

• Be present at high school reunion events. Give tours of the school and have 
information about the exciting things taking place in the school district today.

Goal 2

Target Audience
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Tactics Identified in the Strategic Plan

Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 2

Tactic Target Market Action Items

Real Estate Survey Realtors

• Survey to get insight on perceptions and means of communicating with future 
homebuyers. 

• Launch follow-up survey in one year.

Real Estate Forum Realtors, Chamber Members

• Saint Paul Area Association of Realtors (SPAAR) will hold the Real Estate 
Forum on March 19, 2020.

• Invite realtors to the school with education on school programs and student 
panels.

• Provide realtors the opportunity to be more involved in the school. For 
example, provide tours, invite them into classroom for the day, and share 
volunteering opportunities.

• Provide updates at Tuesday morning realtor meetings.

Marketing Handouts & Tools Realtors, Potential Future 
Students/Parents, Bankers 

• Develop one-page flyers for each Burnsville school showcasing the strengths. 

• Make a unique rating system/overview of programming.

• Promote student learning growth increase, pathways program, and inclusion. 

• Encourage realtors to promote on social media. 

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Continued Tactics Identified in the Strategic Plan

Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 2

Tactic Target Market Action Items

Celebrate Success Stories
Current Students/Parents, Potential 
Future District 191 Student/Parents, 
Alumni

• Create awards to recognize achievements and will appeal to future students.

• Use and reuse success stories through owned media channels.

• Send You Belong Here thank you note cards to successful kids, parents, and 
teachers.

• Articles that acknowledge issues, but focus on difference makers.

Materials for New Homeowners Potential Future District 191 Parents
• Develop “welcome” bags complete with school information packets, city 

information, 3rd grade essay, and You Belong Here gift (i.e. book with custom 
sleeve). Coordinate with Fairview for new births.

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Tactic Target Market Action Items

Website Updates Potential Future District 191 Parents
• Add videos & content to internal City’s website page: 

http://www.ci.burnsville.mn.us/90/Schools

Include One-page 
Resource/Talking Points for 
Teachers and Staff

Teachers

• Provide teachers with materials and talking points to formalized a collective 
and impactful mission and brand for Burnsville schools. 

• Coordinate with District #191 future Communications Plan.

Engage Teachers Teachers

• Survey teachers to get a baseline of their perception of the school and what 
they hear from students, teachers, and other peers. In one year, repeat a 
similar survey to see which tactics worked best. 

• Develop videos that tell the story of teaching in Burnsville and post the 
videos to website and social media. 

Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 2

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term

http://www.ci.burnsville.mn.us/90/Schools
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Tactic Target Market Action Items

Engage Students Current Students, Alumni

• Survey current students and alumni on perception. Use responses for 
marketing materials.

• Develop videos that show a day in the life of a Burnsville student and post 
to website and social media. 

• Develop a competition where students can create videos showing their 
favorite things about Burnsville and the schools. Share top videos. 

• Invite potential students to tour the City and school or shadow a student. 

• Find alumni who have had great success and share their stories. 

Ambassadors Program
Potential Future Students/Parents, 
Current Students, Boomerangs, 
Alumni

• Relaunch the Ambassadors Program with specific tactics and success 
measurements.

• Utilize alumni, current students, and parents as influencers.

• Coordinate with District communications plan.

Continued Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 2

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Tactic Target Market Action Items

Highlight Diversity in 
Suburban MN

Potential Future District 191 
Parents/Students, Current Students, 
Alumni

• Highlight getting ready for the “real world.”

• Highlight new superintendent and goals for leadership/staff diversity.

• Submit articles about school diversity to key publications that celebrate 
diversity and inclusion.

• Submit student essays and videos to key publications.

Pride/Promotion General Public

• Businesses support school through stickers, events, banners, window painting, 
student specials, etc.

• Feature students and successes on digital boards.

• Lawn signs.

Continued Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 2

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Tactic Target Market Action Items

Pathways Program Potential Future Students/Parents, 
Business Leaders, Chamber

• Promote pathways program through owned media.

• Submit articles/video to news outlets, business magazines, legislative 
representatives (Sen. Amy Klobuchar has made trade colleges a hot issue).

• Boost social media posts to target audiences and consider paid digital 
advertising.

• Reuse content so there are two pieces per month highlighting the Pathways 
Program.

• Submit Pathways Program for awards for State and Federal programming.

• Conduct interviews to promote former student success stories.

Monitor Redevelopment Sites Realtors, Bankers, Boomerangs, 
Potential Future District 191 Parents

• Collaborate with residential developers to market and promote housing 
opportunities with highlights of school strengths. 

• Provide “insider” information to local realtors who participate in real estate 
forums and other Burnsville led programs. 

Continued Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 2

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Measuring Success
Goal 2

Increase interest in Pathways Program and/or enrollment by 5% in the first year.

Increased neutral to positive media coverage by 20% in first year.

Earn at least one award in 2020.

Increase positive feedback in realtor, teacher, and student surveys at end of 2020 or beginning of 2021.

Increase collaboration efforts between City and School District through regular meetings. 

FROM THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
& REDEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN

• Number of meetings, attendance at meeting and outcomes met.

• Change in enrollment and increase in school performance measures.

• Survey results measuring perception.

• List of sites ready for development that were promoted within and outside of Burnsville.

• Increase in tax base relative to existing tax base.

• Number of site search or developer inquiries. 



Continue development within 

Heart of the City (HOC)GOAL 3

Goal 3
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Keeping the Heart Beating

A great deal of investment lies in the Heart of the City. The Heart of 
the City continues to develop as a community gathering place for 
entertainment, events, retail and more. Growing out from there is 
mixed use and dwellings that are highly attractive for young 
professionals and empty nesters. Beyond the physical 
infrastructure, the view of the Minneapolis/St. Paul skyline is a 
visible feature.

The City has created opportunities through small grants and other 
financial assistance programs to enhance the area and is working 
towards connecting with HOC-1, HOC-2, and the west side of I35W 
(which is now identified as the new TOD zoning area). There are 
many opportunities with walkability and transit options that are in 
development. 

Engaging the current occupants of the Heart of the City will be 
important for building pride, sharing the message with others, and 
creating curiosity about the opportunities the location affords.  

Goal 3

Introduction

OPPORTUNITIES
• Share brand experience with current businesses and entertainment venues.

• Feature affordable, vibrant living with views of downtown Minneapolis.

• Create opportunities to engage developers.
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Existing Businesses and Property Owners

• Current businesses and events center are anchors of Heart of the City.
• Engaging with current businesses and property owners is important to build 

relationships to leverage owned media and create synergistic events and 
opportunities.

Potential Business Owners

• Potential business owners may be looking at expanding current businesses or 
new businesses to the area.

• Get video testimonials to share with potential businesses. Share these videos 
on social media, using #BvilleHOC and #BusinessesBelongHere, and on the 
website. 

Investors

• Create a project website/page that has easy to find information for investors. 
Also include reports of timely data that shows investing in the HOC is the 
right choice.

• Provide tours of the HOC and hold events there for investors. 
• Host events that bring together investors and developers. This could include 

sporting events, panels, golf outings, etc. Share information about the HOC.

Developers

• Provide the opportunity for round tables and develop press releases that 
share findings. Share photos of the round table and the results on social 
media to create excitement. Use #BvilleHOC.

• Use drone footage for promotional ads.
• Provide tours of HOC 1 and 2 lots.
• Present at local developer group meetings and businesses.

Entrepreneurs

• Provide the opportunities to connect with existing businesses, investors, and 
developers. 

• Use targeted Entrepreneurs Belong Here Campaign.

Potential Residents

• Young professionals and empty nesters, along with young families may be 
attracted to the downtown feel of the HOC, while still living in a safe, diverse 
City.

• Reaching potential residents may be easiest through paid advertising.

Goal 3

Target Audiences
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Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Businesses Belong Here 
Campaign

Potential Businesses, Entrepreneurs, 
Developers, Investors

• Develop ads focused on benefits of locating/relocating to HOC.

• Digital targeting of ads to target market through geofencing at events.

• Direct mail/site selector info to leads, follow up with a call.

• Print ad in architectural and developer focused media.

• Utilize bus wrap and parking ramp signage to amplify message.

Engage Property Owners to 
Identify Opportunities and 
Barriers 

Existing Businesses, Property 
Owners, Developers, Investors 

• Schedule round table discussions.

• Create special materials that address opportunities and barriers.

• Share materials and create networks to spread information. 

• Create project website page that has easy to find information for investors 
and data that shows investing in HOC is the right choice. 

• Host events that bring investors and developers together. This could include 
sporting events, panels, golf outing, etc. 

• Provide tours of the HOC and available lots. 

Market for HOC 2 Property Owners, Potential Business 
Owners, Developers, Investors 

• Roundtable scheduled for November 2019.

• Press releases, articles, and media alerts to share opportunities.

• Speaking engagements to developers and investor groups.

• Special marketing package to send to select developers and investors.

Tactics Identified in the Strategic Plan

Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 3

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 3

Tactic Target Market Action Items

Celebration of HOC Occupants Existing Businesses and Property 
Owners 

• Ask how they would like to be celebrated.

• Create opportunities that promote businesses through spotlights/partnered 
specials, etc.

• Shoot video testimonials to share with potential businesses. Share these 
videos on social media, using #BvilleHOC and #BusinessesBelongHere, and 
on the website. 

• Collaborate to create a yearly event that celebrates this area of town and its 
businesses. 

Shared Media with Supporters Potential Visitors, Residents, 
Developers and Investors

• Work towards shared media with supporters such as Ames Construction and 
Roers to share information about events and opportunities.

• Encourage businesses to use #YouBelongHere.

Creating Vibrancy for Young 
Professionals

Potential Residents, Young 
Professionals, Businesses, 
Entrepreneurs, and Developers

• Present/create materials for YP organization in Cities.

• Target through social media boosting and digital ads about affordable 
housing with a view.

• Utilize bus wraps and parking ramp signage to amplify message.

• Invite the YP group to meet at a Burnsville location.

Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Measuring Success
Goal 3

At least 100 views of the Heart of the City page by July 2020.

Increase event attendance by 5-10% in 2020.

#YouBelonginBville used by local businesses 500 times by December 2020.

Increase social media posts and engagement of businesses and special events to at least 

three per month.

FROM THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
& REDEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN

• Market value growth.

• Number of housing units built.

• Square footage of commercial built. 



Enhance and build 

awareness around the City's 

existing housing and 

commercial programs and 

develop new programs as 

appropriate

GOAL 4

Goal 4
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Reducing Barriers to Entry

The City currently has a limited amount of economic development 
programs but are in the process of inventorying all existing housing 
and business programs. In addition, the Burnsville EDA is working 
with the Dakota County CDA to develop additional funding for a 
housing rehab program. 

Understanding the current state of grant and loan programs is 
important to reduce barriers to entry into the market, whether you 
are a startup, an expanding small business, or potential resident 
looking to plant roots. 

Along with inventorying the current programs, the City will identify 
gaps in potential funding and financing that would be beneficial to 
reaching the strategic goals. 

In the meantime, there are opportunities to promote the programs 
that the City already has in place, especially for small businesses. In 
fact, almost 70 percent of Burnsville businesses are small 
businesses with 10 employees or less. Creating opportunities to 
encourage and grow small businesses is a key aspect of the You 
Belong Here brand.

Goal 4

Introduction

OPPORTUNITIES
• Promote current incentive programs under new brand themes.

• Celebrate financing recipients in meaningful ways.

• Focus on entrepreneurs and small businesses.
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Entrepreneurs/Small Businesses

• 70 percent of businesses in Burnsville have 10 employees or less. Use this 
and supporting info as proof of small business friendliness.

• Work with 1 Millions Cups to have a traveling event in Burnsville. Showcase a 
local entrepreneur who used a City incentive.

• Connect with local schools who offer Entrepreneurship Certificate Programs 
and local resources for small and startup businesses to share benefits to 
starting their business in Burnsville. 

Current Businesses

• Celebrate current business that have used incentives.
• Use Dakota County Workforce Needs Study to attract targeted professionals.
• Ask what minor incentives would make a big difference to them.

Potential Businesses

• Understand current benefits for Burnsville businesses. 
• Determine holes in regional needs. 
• Find grant opportunities.
• Market to good fit businesses based on needs, future developments, 

occupancies, workforce, and synergies with current businesses. 

Investors/Developers

• Developer workshops and programs that would identify key usages and most 
beneficial incentives specific to types of growth desired or needed. 

• Develop a method for regularly sharing and reminding investors and 
developers of the incentives that are available.

Young Professionals

• Lack of young professionals in Burnsville area.
• Specifically target young professionals that can use both business and housing 

incentives. 
• May be starting families and looking for their first home.

Goal 4

Target Audiences
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 4

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Recognize Businesses for their 
Reinvestment 

Businesses or Entrepreneurs 

• Celebrate businesses that have successfully used programs and give them 
the “You Belong Here” card from the Mayor.

• Promote on social media.

• Create peer-to-peer meeting opportunities or events so that businesses that 
are considering programs can learn from peers that have gone through 
program. 

• Small incentives to improve facades or signage.

Identify Redevelopment 
Opportunities 

Landowners, Developers, Investors 
with Declining Indicators, 
Neighboring and Regional Businesses

• Set aside 4 hours a month to make initial call or email contact.

• Send packet of information on redevelopment incentives as follow up. (TIF 
and Abatement are the only current tools).

Tactics Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 4

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Program and Incentive Materials 
Entrepreneurs, Current Businesses, 
Potential Businesses, Developers, 
Investors 

• Create one-page handout for each program and incentive. Targeted media 
releases tied to successes.

• Provide materials to Dakota County Technical College and other local 
entrepreneurship certificate programs.

• Provide materials to local entrepreneurship resources: 
https://mn.gov/deed/business/innovatemn/resources/

• Create series of social media posts.

• Utilize bus wrap, billboard, and stationary ads to promote.

Talks, Presentations, and 
Connections 

Entrepreneurs, Current Businesses, 
Potential Businesses, Developers, 
Investors 

• Partner with banks, Small Business Development Centers, and MN DEED to 
hold communitywide information sessions, coffee meet-ups, and 
presentations to engage people thinking innovatively about entrepreneurship.

• Talking points, lunch and learns, and education for City leadership and City 
employees of the programs available. 

• Presentations at civic and community organizations.

Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term

https://mn.gov/deed/business/innovatemn/resources/
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 4

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

South METRO Score and Open to 
Business

Entrepreneurs, Current Businesses, 
Potential Businesses, Young 
Professionals

• Partner with Open to Business to host a workshop or event in Burnsville. 

• Connect with mentors, as they could be influencers of the brand and projects 
taking place in the City. 

Build on “Market Watch” (MHP) New Homeowners (currently in 
apartments), Young Professionals

• Use data/trends from Saint Paul and Minneapolis market water multifamily 
rental market to showcase how affordable Burnsville is. For example, the 
average renter in Saint Paul needs a two-bedroom, but nearly 2/3 of the 
units are studios or one bedrooms.

• Promote through social media, targeted boosts and digital advertising.

• Create billboards and signage in Minneapolis/Saint Paul that can be 
displayed in Young Professional populated areas and events.

Continued Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 4

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Update Website 
Entrepreneurs, Current Businesses, 
Potential Businesses, Developers, 
Investors 

• Elevate Open to Business opportunity.

• Feature maps of development and open properties on front page to create 
excitement and movement.

• Cultivate relationships with realtors and development groups to co-promote 
spaces and events.

Update “Open To Business” 
Program 

Entrepreneurs, Current Businesses, 
Potential Businesses, Developers, 
Investors 

• Recruit and edit current video to update the look and feel of content.

• Post video to City owned media.

• Create a Facebook Live event where people can ask questions about the 
program. Promote the video one week, a couple of days, and one hour prior 
to let people know that you will be going live. You can also set up a 
Facebook event as an extra reminder for those who are interested. 

Targeted “Did you know?” 
Digital Campaign 

Entrepreneurs, Current Businesses, 
Potential Businesses, Developers, 
Investors 

• Create a series of digital ads showcasing different incentives and programs 
specific to each target audience as they are now and when new incentives 
are introduced.

• Utilize digital advertising (website placement and geofencing at events).

Continued Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 4

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Solicit Award Winning or Up-
and-Coming Technology or 
Other Startups Identified in 
Minnesota and Wisconsin

Entrepreneurs, Potential Businesses
Minneapolis/St. Paul Business 
Journal, The Tech Tribune, and 
Minne Inno Featured Businesses

• Create congrats package and include “You Belong Here” swag and 
incentives to expand their business in Burnsville.

Develop a YP Organization for 
Burnsville or Dakota County* 

Young Professionals, Entrepreneurs, 
Current Businesses

• Identify champion businesses or individuals and create plan to solicit 
sponsorships to start group.

• Discuss business support of group with Partners, CEOs, and the Chamber.

• Provide guidance to the group.

• Educate group on incentives and programs.

• Provide sponsorship or place to meet for YP group.

• Assist in promotion of the YP group through City owned media.

Continued Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

*This tactic supports other SP goals as well, but may be challenging.

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 4

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Create and Promote 
Incubator/Startup 
Accelerator/Entrepreneur 
Ecosystem 

Entrepreneurs, Existing Businesses, 
Investors, High School Business 
Classes, Colleges Who Offer 
Entrepreneurship Certificates (DCTC, 
St. Thomas, Augsburg, St. Mary’s, St. 
Catherine, St. Cloud, North Hennepin 
Community College)

• Discuss connectivity and opportunities with Burnsville High School and Dakota 
County Technical College.

• Discuss opportunities with CEO group and Chamber.

• Create an entrepreneurship center.

• Investigate small grant and/or loan program for young entrepreneurs.

• Provide basics for business plans and business planning seminars in 
conjunction with Small Business Development Centers or banks.

• Put together a page on the website and supporting materials that connect 
entrepreneurs with potential programs and initiatives for Burnsville (include 
both City, County, and State programs to administer). Use the Small Business 
Development Center as a resource. 

• Promote Open to Business.
• Promote Shop Local campaigns, such as a Burnsville Days event or Small 

Business Saturday. 
• Hold business competition event where participants receive space or 

incentives to open in Burnsville.

Continued Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Measuring Success
Goal 4

Increase traffic on website page showcasing incentives by 15% within the first six months. 

Increase number of calls, emails, and referrals about programs by 10% within the first six months.

Improve use of housing and commercial programs by 5% in 2020.

One business per quarter recognized for using open to business and/or incentives.

FROM THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
& REDEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN

• Utilization of resources and/or programs - number of people using “Open to Business”. 

• Housing stock reinvestment – permits and valuation.

• Dollars leveraged by City investment.

• Number of business recognized.



Continue the City's Position 

as a Regional DestinationGOAL 5

Goal 5
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Destination: Showcase What Makes Burnsville Unique

The City of Burnsville offers a wide array of opportunities for 
visitors and residents to spend their time in Burnsville.  The 
amenities, events, and opportunities are major attractions.  The key 
to the success of this goal will be to highlight the City’s unique 
attractions and entice people to live, work, or visit Burnsville. 

During the discovery period, an overwhelming response to the 
survey and community engagement was the City’s multitude of 
events and quality of parks.  People love all the events that are 
offered and the ability to walk anywhere and find a park. Family-
friendly was a term that was used often.  

These major benefits set the foundation for positioning the City as a 
regional destination. Understanding the audience and how to 
highlight these attractions will be the key to the success of this 
goal. 

While Buck Hill is not a City-owned business, the local ski hill is a 
high-profile differentiator for the City.  The opportunity to showcase 
this amenity located in City limits, within a suburban area, will 
provide a unique benefit to the City.  

Goal 5

Introduction

OPPORTUNITIES
• Showcase the amenities that the City offers. 

• Connect with target audiences in surrounding and urban areas. 

• Collaborate with unique local businesses. 
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Boomerangs

• Already know the area, but much has change over the past decade. They may 
not fully understand the new opportunities.

• Already have or are starting to think about having a family. May want their 
children to have similar experiences as they did growing up. 

• Opportunity to move close to family for a variety of reasons, such as 
grandparents support or taking care of aging parents. 

Millennials (Born between 1977-1995)

• Looking for a City to raise a family. 
• More likely to embrace and seek diversity. Showcasing Burnsville as not just 

another suburb, but as diverse and culturally unique will be attractive. 
• Interested in community, affordable single-family housing, school districts, 

parks, and amenities. 
• These individuals value giving back and the environment. Highlight volunteer 

opportunities, green energy efforts, etc. 

Young Professionals

• Includes professionals currently working in Burnsville, potential Burnsville 
workforce, and professionals working in urban areas. 

• Interested in affordable housing, accessibility, commute times, and 
opportunities to Minneapolis/Saint Paul. 

Gen Z (Born between 1996-TBD)

• Value authentic photos and brands. Like to see themselves in the marketing.
• Highly influenced by brand ambassadors and influencers.
• Likes to get to the point. Have the the shortest attention span (8 seconds).

Gen X (Born between 1965-1976)

• This generation spends the most time on Facebook. 
• Potentially looking for their ”forever home.”
• Many are seeking security in families, well-being, and finances.

Residents

• This audience must embrace the new brand, and ultimately, influence friends, 
family members, and other acquaintances of the benefits of living, working, 
and visiting the City of Burnsville.  They may not fully understand the 
importance of their role as ambassadors and how their support is critical to 
the success of this goal.

• Supporting the new brand on social media by using #YouBelonginBville when 
sharing posts that authentically show what living, working, and playing in 
Burnsville looks like. Like, comment, and share these post as this will 
showcase an authentic view on the City. Seeing real people and their stories 
is extremely influential, especially for millennials.

Current Businesses

• Identify businesses to be influencers of the brand and help them spread the 
message to their audiences.

• Share how local businesses can help support the brand and what it means for 
them. Possibly through a roundtable, as well has handouts and email 
reminders throughout the year. 

Goal 5

Target Audiences
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 5

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Develop a Brand for the City 
That Builds Upon its Positive 
Aspects, Unique Character and 
Leverages Natural Assets

All

• The “You Belong Here” brand was developed in this process. See Section 5 
for more information about the brand. 

• The brand was launched at the 2019 Fire Muster event. AE2S 
Communications and the City of Burnsville have identified continuous rollout 
strategies and will be implementing them over the next 9-12 months.

Promote Outcome of Burnsville 
Shopping Center and CR 42 
Study for a Repositioned Area 
That Keeps the City Viewed as a 
Destination Hub

Millennials, Young Professionals, 
Current and Future Businesses 

• See Goal 2 for more information.
• Additional to the updating the EDC and Council. Provide exciting updates on 

social media. 
• Provide an opportunity to host mini events. This may include a pet friendly 

day with adoptable animals, pop-up yoga, or a mini carnival.

• Share economic development plans on social media and The Bulletin. 

Tactics Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 5

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Further Capitalize on Existing 
Drivers Such as Ames Center, 
Buck Hill, and the Park System

Millennials, Young Professionals, 
Gen Z, Boomerangs, Residents 

• Work with Buck Hill to provide opportunities to invite new residents to the 
ski resort to learn how to ski. 

• Share ”You Belong Here” letters and stencils to use during events.

• Create a “You Belong Here” landing at the of the ski lift.

• Add branded signage on the mountain biking trails and parks. 

• Create a Burnsville Waffle at Buck Hill’s Waffle Bar that includes blue and 
green ingredients and an edible logo or topper. 

• Create a parks infographic that can be shared on print and digitally. Include 
facts, like Burnsville has 76 parks spanning more than 1,750 acres.

• Promote the Adopt-A-Park program on social media and through press 
releases. Share photos and videos of residents, community groups, 
churches, and businesses. Make sure to tag these groups on social media 
for additional coverage. 

• Include photos of the parks on the website and maps. Include signage at 
parks and trails to use #YouBelongInBville. Regularly check this hashtag to 
like, comment, or share the photos. Photos from community members will 
connect with target audiences, especially Millennials and Gen Z, as they 
highly value personal photos and recommendations.  

• Digital advertising and social media boosts that focus on “Adventure 
Belongs Here", "Art Belongs Here”, and “You Belong Here.”

• Consider wraps or billboards to further promote “adventure and art” 
themed campaigns.

Continued Tactics Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 5

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Work with the Chamber and 
Experience Burnsville to 
Participate in and/or Host Joint 
Events

Millennials, Young Professionals, 
Boomerangs, Current Businesses 

• Work with the Chamber and Experience Burnsville to develop a yearly You 
Belong Here Event that celebrates and welcomes new community members. It 
can also provide an opportunity to connect residents to government, schools, 
businesses, clubs, etc. 

• Partner with the Chamber and Experience Burnsville to pay for billboards. Use 
“You Belong Here” messaging and feature key members and places in 
Burnsville, like Buck Hill. 

Develop Informational 
Opportunities, Programs and 
Events to Provide 
Factual/Positive Information 
About the City 

Millennials, Boomerangs, Residents 

• Work with Experience Burnsville to develop a “You Belong Here” blog post. 
Include the video from rollout. Share their post on City social media. 

• Partner with the CVB to host an international café crawl.

• Create a campaign with local influencers in the community. Encourage them to 
write letters to the editor telling the story of why they love Burnsville. Share 
these stories on personal and City social media.

• Set up a hot cocoa station at Buck Hill. Provide information about the City and 
its opportunities. Provide the opportunity for visitors to take a photo with a 
photo wall.

Continued Tactics Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 5

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Promote Connectivity of the City 
to the Metro Area and it’s
Assets 

Millennials, Young Professionals 

• Create an ad that shares the approximate times it takes to get to destinations 
from Burnsville and include other things they can do at the same time. For 
example, enjoy their cup of coffee or listen to their favorite podcast. 

• Develop a radio ad that talks about Burnsville and at the end says in this 
amount of time you could already be exploring our City. 

• Create a bus wrap for a Burnsville Transit System bus. 

• Wrap pillars and bus stops. 

• Develop ads for young professional populated areas with “Families Belong 
Here” message promoting parks, affordable housing, etc.

Continued Tactics Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 5

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Enhance Existing 
Communications Tools (Website, 
Social Media, etc.) to Assist in 
Engagement

All

Website

• Create a landing page for new residents that talk about why they belong 
here. Include a section that allows them to submit comments about why 
they love Burnsville. Share their answers on this page. Create a button that 
stands out on the homepage.

• Add navigation to the You Belong Here page that includes: Entrepreneurs 
Belong Here, Businesses Belong Here, Adventure Belongs Here, etc.

• Have a scrolling photo banner that highlights ‘You Belong Here’ photos. 

• Provide a link to the Experience Burnsville calendar on the City website. 

• Under living here tab add a highlighted button for the branding page. 

• Update each landing page to include title “Businesses Belong Here” and 
include supporting information. 

• Add a section to the homepage that adds photos from residents’ social 
media that use #YouBelongInBville. Update manually to control content. 

Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Marketing and Communications Strategy
Goal 5

Tactic Target Audience Action Items

Enhance Existing 
Communications Tools (Website, 
Social Media, etc.) to Assist in 
Engagement

All

Social Media

• Consider adding an Instagram account to help reach new audiences.

• Develop a contest for best videos or TikToks created at destination places.

• Use video editing tools like Life Lapse to create unique videos. This can be 
done on a cellphone.

Visual Identity 

• Hire a photographer for a one to two-day photoshoot to gather high-quality 
images to use for marketing and communications materials. 

• Buy a photo filter to use on photos. Find one that is bright and vibrant yet 
doesn’t look overly edited. 

• Continue encouragement of brand and use of consistency guide. 

Continued Additional Tactics Not Identified in the Strategic Plan

Critical Short-term (2020) Long-term
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Measuring Success
Goal 5

Increase total number of social media followers by 10% by end of 2020.

Start Instagram account and have 600 followers by the end of 2020.

Increase number attendance at City events by 3% at each event.

Create synergies and cosponsored events with CVB.

FROM THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
& REDEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN

• Number of visitors with Convention and Visitor’s Bureau (CVB) data and attendance at City events.  

• Burnsville Shopping Center and CR42 corridor still a regional driver.

• Increased entertainment venues and other amenities.

• Population growth.

• Market value/tax base growth.

• Number of jobs in the community.

• Decrease in median age.

• Utilization of City facilities and park amenities and BuckHill.
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Why was the audit needed 

and how can the results be 

used as a tool in the future?

Introduction

Section 01
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Great Communication Drives Community 
Involvement
The City of Burnsville has prioritized communications with its 

residents through the use of numerous owned media including, 

but not limited to, social media, website, videos, digital signage 

and subscribed newsletters and announcements. 

With approximately six full-time and part-time staff devoted to 

City communications, the quantity, quality, and depth of 

communications provided to residents is impressive. As the 

AE2S Communications team reviewed the structure, content, and 

quality of the messaging, we took note of the wealth of 

information the City provides its residents (and visitors) daily. It 

is not surprising that the City communications department has 

won state awards celebrating its achievements. 

With that in mind, our team took a deeper look at the analytics 

of engagement. Our team reviewed qualitative and quantitative 

data provided by the City as well as demographic information 

provided by other sources. The City already has quality content, 

but assessing its reach and touch was important point of the 

communications audit.

In organizing this audit, our team looked at separating 

communications by owned media, earned media, and paid 

media. We concentrated on education and engagement of 

current communications, not necessarily what our team projects 

will be needed to support the Burnsville Economic Development 

Strategic Plan goals. Some suggestions incorporated in this audit 

may support the Strategic Plan goals, but additional 

communication tactics will be provided in the Integrated 

Marketing and Communications Plan.  

Introduction

Acknowledgement: Thank you to the City of Burnsville development and communication professionals for providing insight and 
data for this report. 



Section 02

What are the three main 

goals this audit will 

accomplish for the City?

Goals of 
the Audit
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Three Main Goals
Goals of the Audit

GOAL 1 
Identify the effectiveness of current 
communications

GOAL 2 
Identify gaps in current 
communications

GOAL 3 
Best practices that will support better 
education and engagement



Section 03

A look at the demographics 

in Burnsville help determine 

communication methods.

Foundational 
Demographics
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Overall Population
Demographics

60,306 
people

61,439 
people

68,500 
people

Burnsville is growing! From 2010 to 2017, an estimated 1,000 new residents chose to call Burnsville home. Based on projections, the 

community will continue to expand from there. Something to keep in mind is that Burnsville is growing at a slower rate than other 

cities in Dakota County because it is mature in its growth pattern and must focus on redeveloping parts of the City in contrast to 

rapidly growing cities that have the land mass to expand. The lessons learned on the first development of the City can now be

applied to the current renaissance of redevelopment. 

2010 2017 2040

U.S. Census Bureau (2010 Census) U.S. Census Bureau (American Community Survey) Burnsville 2040 Comprehensive Plan
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Age and Gender
Demographics

Males

47.7%

Females

52.3%

12.88

12.59

14.48

13.91

12.58

15.13

9.84

5.39

3.21

Under  10

10 to 19

20 to 29

30 to 39

40 to 49

50 to 59

60 to 69

70 to 79

80 and …

% of Population

Ag
e

Source: U.S. Census 2010 ACS 2011-2015 data
(2040 Comprehensive Plan)

Source: U.S. Census 2017 ACS data

From 2000 to 2012 there was an overall increase of nearly 52% in the number of people ages 65 to 74. In the same timeframe, 

there was an overall increase of more than 75% in the number of people over the age of 75. Simultaneously, there was a 7% 

decline in the number of people ages 25-34. According to 2017 American Community Survey (ACS) data, the median age of  

Burnsville residents was 36.4 years. Burnsville is aging, so it is important to engage younger generations in the opportunities 

and possibilities of staying in Burnsville or coming back to Burnsville. 
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Household Type | 2010
Demographics
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Male Family Head (4.0%)

Female Family Head (11.5%)

Married Couple (48.5%)64.0%

36.0%

(Parents and children)

Source: 2010 Census data from 2040 Plan
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Based on 2010 Census data, there were 24,283 households in Burnsville. Based on 2013-2017 Census ACS data, there were 24,553 households. The 

projections from the 2040 Comprehensive Plan anticipate there will be 27,600 households by 2040. 

Did you know?
According to the Pew Research Center, studies 
indicate that 90% of homes that have an income of 

$50,000 or less use mobile phones as a means of 

communication. In fact, 94% of teens at that income 

level use cell phones. 
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Diversity

Race/Ethnicity

White non-Hispanic: 70.4% Black or African American: 11.8%

Hispanic or Latinx: 9.1% Two or More Races: 3.69%

Other Race Alone: 0.48% American Indian or Alaska Native: 0.2%

Demographics

Language other 
than English 

spoken at home: 
17.5%

of persons over 5+ years.

Most common 
languages:

Spanish or 
Spanish Creole: 

4,005
speakers

African 
Languages: 

2,254
speakers

Vietnamese: 
816 speakers

Burnsville is significantly more diverse compared 

to the rest of Dakota County, which is 81.7% 

White non-Hispanic. 

As of 2017, 13.5% of Burnsville residents were 

born outside of the country, compared to 8.7% of 

all MN residents.

Source: 2015-2017 U.S. Census ACS data
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Diversity & Education

2019 Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity

Hispanic or Latin: 18.9%
White non-Hispanic: 38.8%
Black or African-American: 26.9%
Asian: 8.0%
Two or more races: 6.6%
American Indian or Alaska Native: 0.5%
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander: 0.2%

Demographics Because of the City’s goals to improve public perception of 

ISD191 and overall better engagement with a diverse 

population, it is important to understand student 

demographics to provide another level of insight on how 

to best collaborate and engage with families. 

As of 2019, over half of students enrolled in Burnsville 

Public School District 191 were racially/ethnically diverse. 

There were about 8,205 students attending regularly. 

Diversity is one of the many strengths of Burnsville!

17.4% of students were 

English as a Second 

Language (ESL)

Source: MN Department of Education
Photo: Twitter @BurnsvilleSport
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This graph shows time spent daily on 

different media based on age range. 

According to data from Nielsen, 
average media use among adults is 

10.5 hours a day!Type of Media Platform Used
Demographics

Source: 2018 Nielsen Total Audience Report
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Social Media Use
Demographics
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2019

YouTube 73%

Facebook 69%

Instagram 37%

Pinterest 28%LinkedIn 27%

Snapchat 24%

Twitter 22%

% of U.S. adults who say they ever use the following online platforms

Source: Pew Research Center

SOCIAL MEDIA

INSIGHTS 
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• Around 7 in 10 U.S. adults (69%) use 
Facebook

• Around 4 in 10 (43%) U.S. adults get 
news from Facebook

• The average viewing session is 40 
minutes on YouTube

• Millennials prefer YouTube two to one 
over traditional television

• Facebook is popular among adult 
demographic groups
• 75% of women in the U.S. use the 

platform

• 63% of men in the U.S. use the 

platform

Snapchat 24%
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Where do people get information?
Demographics

YouTube
1%

Other
2%

Patch.com
2% Twitter

3%
Radio

4% Experience 
Burnsville Website

3%
Community Guide

6%

Email/Text Alerts
9%

Facebook
11%

Bulletin Newsletter
12%

City Website
14%

Local TV News Station
15%

Local Newpapers
18%

Source: Burnsville Digital Community Survey



Section 04

The marketing and 

communications media that 

is owned and controlled by 

the City.

Owned     
Media
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Brand
Owned Media

TAKE YOUR BRAND

TO A NEW LEVEL!

THROUGH 
ENHANCED 

ENGAGEMENT

The refreshed logo provides a solid foundation for the 

City’s brand. The key elements (trees and water) will 

serve as a visual identity, but through a larger 

branding process, messaging and themes will be 

developed for use on owned media. It will be critical 

that staff consistently use both the logo and brand 

standards moving forward. 
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Monitoring Report
The Monthly Monitoring Report has 300 subscribers and is 

provided to Council. 

This report has great information!  We recommend 

repackaging the information in the Report and repurposing 

it for social media and the Burnsville Bulletin. 

Owned Media

Social Media PostStory Map Version Website

Content from the Monthly Monitoring Report can be repurposed into the following examples:

Make sure to include the article link as well.

Recommendations
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Burnsville Bulletin

The City's official newsletter, the Burnsville Bulletin, is produced 

four times a year. The intent of the newsletter is to provide 

residents and businesses with information about city 

government.

Print copies of the Bulletin can be found at:

• City Hall

• Police Department

• Maintenance Facility

• Diamondhead Education Center

• Burnhaven Library

• Minnesota Valley Transit Authority

*The Bulletin can also be found on the City’s website. 

Owned Media The Burnsville Bulletin is mailed to 28,000 

homes and businesses each quarter!
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Burnsville Bulletin Recommendations
Owned Media

Social Media

• Create posts about people working on the Bulletin to advertise the next issue. 

• Share “sneak peaks” of interesting content that will be in the Bulletin. 

• Create a post the day before the Bulletin is delivered to its newsstand locations. Post reminders the day the Bulletin is released and one week later. 

• Share individual articles on social media. Consider creating a digital format (rather than pdf) so links to the articles will be easier to share.

• Encourage locations that have the Bulletin to share the City’s posts announcing when new issues are released.

Graphics and Design

• Use consistent graphics for all materials to develop better recognition of particular types of articles and events. 

• Consider adding videos or links to videos in the digital copy.

• For strong and consistent branding, use Burnsville fonts, colors, and design elements as much as possible.

• Consider developing a digital newsletter, which will allow for it to be shared easier and to obtain better analytics.

Content Ideas

• Feature a City Employee in each issue to help humanize the City.

• Each season, feature residents and/or business owners who are making in impact in the community.

• Provide Spanish and Somalian language versions of the newsletter for the City's two largest 
non-English speaking populations.
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The Community Guide can be found:
• On the City website as a PDF
• At City Hall or other community 

locations in print 
• Residents can have a copy mailed to 

to them by filling out an online 
request form

Community Guide
Owned Media

The Community Guide is a biennial publication. It provides useful 

information for the community. Information includes:

• Redevelopment initiatives

• The City Council, State and County elected officials and City meetings

• Property ownership information

• Parks and recreation opportunities for all ages

• Local community events, entertainment venues and the Ames Center

• Volunteer opportunities and Burnsville Community Television

• The Burnsville Fire Department and the Burnsville Police Department

• Burnsville area schools

• Helpful phone numbers and websites
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Community Guide Recommendations
Owned Media

ADVERTISEMENTS Add the up-to-date rates for advertising in the Community Guide, to the City website, 

where the Community Guide is located. Add the link in the Guide as well. 

Photography and Graphics

• There are great photos used throughout this publication. Ask the 
community to submit photos that may be featured in the guide. The 
City could also ask the community to post the photos on their 
personal social media and use a specific hashtag. 

• Use infographics when possible to create interest and present 
information in a more interesting and compelling matter.

Social Media

• Share “sneak peaks” of interesting content that will be in the 
Community Guide. 

• Create a post the day before the Community Guide can be found in 
various locations. As well as the day of and one week later. 

• Share individual articles on social media. Consider creating a digital 
format so that links to these articles will be easier for users to find.

Distribution

• There is a lot of great content in this publication. If possible, mail 
a physical copy to new residents or new homeowners in the 
community.

• Add an option to have the Community Guide emailed to you. 

• Include a graphic on all copies of the Guide to inform readers the 
guide can be mailed to homes upon request.
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Recreation Times
Owned Media

The Recreation Times, which is produced 

twice each year, is called the 'one stop shop' 

for recreation information in Burnsville. It 

provides information on upcoming events 

and activities for all ages. 

The Recreation Times can be found at:

• City Hall

• Police Department

• Maintenance Facility

• Diamondhead Education Center

• Burnhaven Library

• Minnesota Valley Transit Authority

*The Recreation Times can also be found on 
the City’s website

Mailed to 26,000 residential addresses! 
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Recreation Times Recommendations
Owned MediaOwned Media

Photography and Graphics

• There are a lot of great and authentic photos in this publication. A 
fun and engaging way to find photos may be to host a contest for 
each issue. Community members can share photos on social media 
or with the City and have their photo published. Local “celebrity 
judges” could announce the winners in a live video on social media.

• Make sure that overall design of the Recreation Times is consistent 
with the City Branding.

Social Media

• Create a post the day before the Recreation Times is released. 

• Remind the community of events throughout the year.

Advertising

• Add the up-to-date advertising rates with ad dimensions, costs, 
deadlines, and contact info to the City website where the 
Recreation Guide is located. 

• Add the link for advertising information to the publication.
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Website
There has been a concerted effort to provide ways to connect to redevelopment opportunities, provide 
information, and tell Burnsville’s story on the new website. These efforts can be continually improved to 
reflect the changing needs of the City and developers. Maps, dashboards, and other ideas may be brought 
forth for consideration.

Your overall website visitors have steadily 
increased over the last 6 months!
Based on your survey, people liked your old website and it 
appears they love the new one!

…and mobile device visitors have 
increased.
Always consider mobile visitors when adding content to 
the website. Google Search Console is a good resource for 
identifying issues.

Owned Media

Data is based on your Google Analytics for .gov domain Dec 1, 2018 – June 2, 2019
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Owned Media

Data is based on your Google Analytics for .gov domain Dec 1, 2018 – June 2, 2019

Once they’ve arrived, which pages do 
your website visitors go to?

Top 5 pages visited (homepage not included)

/Job Opportunities
/Burnsville Ice Center
/Police
/Utility Billing
/Directory

Continue to consider content priority for link and button placement 
using the most visited pages to make it easy to find. Your new site 
does this well!

Where do your website visitors come from?
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Gain Insight to UX and Make Improvements

Google Translate

Try setting up your translate plugin to track use 

by using your Google Analytics property ID.

Owned Media

User Experience (UX)

Keep asking for and listening to user feedback. You’ve 

successfully applied user feedback from your survey to your new 

website. Now you are offering a new and different UX. Do your 

users like what they asked for?

Keep thinking “simple”. Everyone wants everything right up 

front, but they may be overwhelmed when they see it all. 

Try eliminating 3rd level menu choices from your main menu and 

continue to offer those submenus on a category landing page 

column, like you do now. 
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General Website Recommendations

You have 3 active domains. If the City is 

using .gov moving forward, then “park” 

the other domains and redirect them to 

.gov so search results links and home 

bookmarks will not lead to broken links.

Owned Media

Expand your use of tracking by integrating 

Google Search Console for additional 

insight into your search index, position in 

search results, any missing pages or broken 

links, mobile usability issues and more.

Gain Additional Insight Streamline Your Domains

Burnsville has done a great job with the new website! Traffic is increasing, the pages load fast (3.5 seconds on average), the site has good 
search results rankings, and the content is easy to scan to find frequently sought after content.

Some things you can do to keep your website performance trending up:
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Social Media | Facebook
Owned Media

Positive Responses Mention
• Great place to raise a family
• Parks
• Easy commute
• Safe

Negative responses mention
• Snow plowing
• Safety
• Schools
• Parking

5,264 Followers

4,669 in Dec 2018
3,621 in Dec 2017

3.6 out of 5 Stars

Based on the opinion of 42 profiles
Most recent response was October 3, 
2018.

Social Media Policy

The City of Burnsville has a great social 
media policy that can be found in the 
”About” section. 

FACEBOOK 
RATING
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Social Media | Facebook
Owned Media

73%Residents

1,797 of the followers have 
profiles that show they are 
living in Burnsville. 

35%

Gender

73% of the City’s Facebook 
followers are Female

11%

New Followers

In 2019, there has been 
580 new followers.

AGES People 
Reached

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

Men Women
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Social Media | Facebook

Which post was most engaging in 2019?

This post reached over 8,600 Facebook users and was shared 60 times. 

Additionally there were 122 reactions and comments.  

Owned Media

Who sees Burnsville’s posts?

In 2019, the City’s posts are reaching more and more people. 

Especially in recent months. Regularly looking at this information can 

help staff understand which types of posts are most effective. 
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Social Media | Facebook Recommendations
Page Name and Profile Photo

• The page could be changed to City of Burnsville, MN to match 
the name used on Twitter and YouTube. 

• The logo is cut off in the profile photo. Update this photo to 
show the full logo.

Request the Verified Badge

• This can be done by following the steps found at  
bit.ly/2M1uq6r

About Burnsville

• About section currently reads: Burnsville was once a farming 
community which has grown from 2,700 people in 1960 to 
now home to more than 60,000 residents.

• There is an opportunity to update the About section to 
showcase how vibrant the City is. The new brand could be 
incorporated in this section.

Events

• Encourage people to share event posts with their friends.

• Develop follow-up posts to remind people of upcoming 
events. This may be the week before, week of, and day of.

Owned Media

Videos

• Most of the videos are under 1:30 which is great because 
longer videos get less engagement. Focus on developing short 
videos whenever possible. 

• Good variety of videos with great captions. Encourage people 
to comment on videos. This helps improve reach.

Posts

• No use of hashtags. A unique Burnsville hashtag can come 
from branding. Additionally, using hashtags that are trending 
or popular in your region can be used when it makes sense to 
help expand posts reach. 

• 6 separate outdoor movie event posts were posted on May 
13th within about 5 hours. Spread them out to one per week, 
so people are not overwhelmed with the posts. Each post 
could include a link to the website with the full schedule for 
those who are interested. 

• Great job responding to comments. Continue to do this!

• There is an opportunity to humanize the City by featuring 
staff. 

• Encourage comments. Comments are a key engagement 
measurement. Posts that generate more comments will show 
higher on timelines and more people will see the post.

• Use Facebook Live to share authentic messages that are 
important to citizens. Of all the types of Facebook posts, Live 
videos tend to get the most engagement.

http://bit.ly/2M1uq6r
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Social Media | Twitter
Owned Media

4,709 Tweets

4,132 Followers
• 3,972 followers in                              

December 2018

• 3,594 followers in                            

December 2017
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Social Media | Twitter Recommendations

Profile Photo

• The logo is cut off in the profile photo. Update this photo to 

show the whole logo.

Request the Verified Badge

• Twitter’s verified account program is currently on hold and 

they are not accepting any new requests at this time. When 

the program is open again, apply to be a verified account.

About Burnsville

• As mentioned in the Facebook section, there is an 

opportunity to update the About section. 

• There is no need in this section to say, “Typically tweeting 
M-F 8am-5pm.”

Posts and Graphics

• Graphics tend to be very text-heavy. If possible, try to limit 

the amount of text on posts, as posts with graphics that are 

not text-heavy tend to receive more engagement. This is 

especially important when sponsoring posts. Oftentimes text-

heavy posts cost more to boost.

• Always use a graphic or video with each post. This helps catch 

your audience’s eyes as they are scrolling through their 

newsfeeds.

• Make sure all graphics are formatted to the right size for 

Twitter.

Hashtags

• There is also an opportunity to use hashtags on Twitter. 

Twitter makes it easy to see what hashtags are trending both 

nationally and in your region.

Owned Media
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Social Media | YouTube
Owned Media

1,497 Subscribers

• 917 subscribers in December 2018

• 717 subscribers in December 2017

1,216,363 Views

• 156,591 views in 2018

Did you know?

YouTube is the most widely used online platform 

among U.S. adults, according to a 2018-19 survey 

by Pew Research Center. The online video 

platform’s U.S. audience will amount to 210 million 

viewers in 2022, up from 192 million in 2018.
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Social Media | YouTube Recommendations 
Profile Photo

• The logo is cut off in the profile photo. Update this photo 

to show the whole logo.

Elevating Posts

• There are currently multiple videos posted every week. 

Share videos on other social media platforms to increase 

views.

• Due to the popularity of YouTube and the Communication 

team’s outstanding ability produce high quality video, 

consider “How To” videos for Burnsville residents, new 

residents, etc. and even fun “How To” videos at Buck Hill 

and other attractions for visitors.

About Burnsville

• As with the other social platforms, there is an 

opportunity to update the About section to better 

incorporate the brand.

Owned Media
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Message Boards
Owned Media

Digital Billboards

The City has access to free digital billboard exposure. Through 
the partnership with Clear Channel, the City is guaranteed 74 
spots per day, at 8 seconds per spot. The board is located on 
I-35W. The Communications team receives quarterly reports 
from Clear Channel. The billboards are primarily used to 
promote events, PSAs, or similar announcements.

OTHER BOARDS CITY HALL
Indoor and Outdoor

AMES CENTER
Indoor and Outdoor

ANALYTICS
JANUARY TO APRIL

Total Spots Delivered | 15,110

Total Spots Guaranteed | 13,468

Variance | 1,642

Variance % | 12.19%
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Message Board Recommendations

• Many of the billboards include a lot of text, which 

can be challenging to read while driving at 

interstate speeds. The industry average for reading 

a billboard is six seconds, so generally billboards 

should include six words or less.

• Consistently use Burnsville branding, colors, and 

logo.

• Use unique links to track effectiveness of 

billboards.

• Use large font sizes so ads can easily be seen from 

long distances.

• Consider messages in multilingual formats.

Owned Media
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Burnsville Community Television (BCTV)
Owned Media

Recommendations

• Continue to encourage interaction with residents through special programs such as 

PSA Day.  This is a very unique opportunity for your audience that should be 

showcased. 

• Consider developing partnerships to provide voiceover and translations of popular 

and/or important programming to better reach ESL viewers.
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Events
There are a number of events that take place throughout 

the year that provide opportunities to shape Burnsville’s 

brand and gauge the progress of the strategic goals: 

• I Love Burnsville Week

• Fire Muster

• International Festival

• Art and all that jazz

• Back to the 80’s

Owned Media

Understanding and communicating all 

the events that are going on in 

Burnsville is a process that has not 

been clearly defined. 

Reaching out to event coordinators 

with “cheat sheets” may be one way 

to get the information for events to 

the public and also start a process of 

cross-marketing to visitors.

The City currently doesn’t use much 

paid advertising – sponsored social 

media and digital ads. Digital 

advertising is a cost effective way to 

reach more people. 

CAPITALIZE ON YOUR EVENTS 

TO MAXIMIZE BRAND

Determine the City’s mission for each. 



Section 05

Publicity that is earned 

through coverage in 

newspapers, TV, radio, 

magazines, etc. 

Earned     
Media
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The Communications team typically sends out press releases on 

Thursdays. The Burnsville Sun This Week typically prints about 80% of 

news releases submitted. The Star Tribune and other large media 

sources do not cover Burnsville as heavily, unless it is a controversial 

topic or other issue that will appeal to larger readership. The team 

measures earned media through Google alerts. 

Press Releases & Media Relations
Earned Media

Recommendations
• Consider editorial visits with local 

newspapers if not already doing so.

• Post links to news releases on social 

media.
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Awards

Many awards have been earned and considered 

to communicate positive aspects of Burnsville. 

These awards include:

• ASLA Award on Center Village Plan

• MAGC – Minnesota Association of Government 
Communicators – Two awards for video, one for 
website

• Sustainability Awards

• Finance Department Awards 

• Numerous Annual Monitoring Report Awards

Earned Media

CONSIDER:

Additional Awards Related 

to Strategic Goals

National Civic League “All-America City” 

League of Cities Awards

MN Monthly “Best MN Town Award”

Explore Minnesota Tourism Award

Showcase School Awards

DEED Awards



Section 06

External marketing and 

communications, such as 

advertisements, that require 

a payment by the City.

Paid         
Media
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Digital Advertising
Paid Media

Because of budget considerations, the City currently does 

not use digital advertising options often. The City may 

consider the following option in the future.

• Sponsoring social media posts is a cost effective and efficient 
method to reach a targeted audience. Posts should be 
boosted when performing well, include critical information, 
or are messages that need to be seen by many people in the 
community or other regions. Remember, when sponsoring a 
post to not use text heavy graphics. Graphics with more than 
20% text will not perform as well. 

• Digital ads on local media website can be useful when 
encouraging people to take action. There are options to pay 
only when a desired action occurs. For example, signing up 
for a newsletter or text alerts. The City would only be 
required to pay when people sign up. 

• Pre-Roll or CTV ads can be utilized to gain more views on 
video created by the City.
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Print Advertising

Currently running all advertising through 

Communications Team is successful. 

Limited print advertising due to budgetary 

concerns. 

Consider placing ads with information about City 

events, that incorporate branding, summer 

construction, and/or featuring employees’ stories 

to help humanize the City. Because the City’s 

communications department develops the 

Recreation Times, it can be a very cost-effective 

and efficient way to communicate with residents.

Paid Media

Recommendations:



Additional 
Recommendations
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Other Suggestions
Repurpose Content

• The City of Burnsville currently develops a very large amount of 
high quality content. By resharing videos, graphics, or other 
content that has already been published, the City will be able to 
get the most out of its content. For example, cutting up a longer 
video into multiple :05-:30 second clips and reposting them on 
social media can be an efficient and effective way to 
communicate with citizens.

Translation

• Keep in mind the variety of languages spoken in Burnsville. 
Consider including voiceovers or translated text added to the 
bottom of videos to better communicate with ESL residents.

Additional Recommendations General Social Media

• Develop a mission and goals for social media. Use these to guide your 

posts and as a tool for working with other entities such as the CVB and 

Chamber. 

• Create a social media calendar with events and holidays, as well as 
things going on at the City to help keep social media planning 

organized. 

• Consider creating social media guidelines for elected officials and City 

staff if you don’t have them already. 

• Identify influencers in the community. Ask them to help share your 

messages and use a unique hashtag.

• Use hashtags that are both unique to your community and part of larger 

events and organizations.

• Aim to post one video per week. It doesn’t have to be a fully produced 

video each time.

• Always tag or mention other pages when possible.

• Develop contests and competitions. This will help increase engagement 
and can also lead to more page likes and/or followers.
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APPENDIX B
Survey Crosstabulations



Crosstabulations of 

residents, by age, their 

favorite thing about 

Burnsville, and Burnsville’s 

personality.

Residents
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Resident, 18 – 25 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Resident, 18 – 25 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Resident, 26 – 35 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Resident, 26 – 35 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Resident, 36 – 45 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Resident, 36 – 45 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Resident, 46 – 55 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Resident, 46 – 55 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Resident, 56 – 65 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Resident, 56 - 65 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Resident, 65+ years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Resident, 65+ years old



Crosstabulations of non-

residents, by age, their 

favorite thing about 

Burnsville, and Burnsville’s 

personality.

Non-Residents
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Non-Resident, 18 – 25 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Non-Resident, 18 – 25 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Non-Resident, 26 – 35 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Non-Resident, 26 – 35 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Non-Resident, 36 – 45 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Non-Resident, 36 – 45 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Non-Resident, 46 – 55 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Non-Resident, 46 – 55 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Non-Resident, 56 – 65 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Non-Resident, 56 - 65 years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

What is your favorite thing about Burnsville?

Non-Resident, 65+ years old
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Crosstabulations
IMCP

If you had to describe the personality of Burnsville, what words would you use to describe it? 

Non-Resident, 65+ years old
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